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Claudius Peters EM42 Gypsum Mill at the VG Orth works in
Schwäbisch Hall (formerly Mack’s Gips und Gipsdielenfabriken) Germany. This mill has been in continuous operation
on the plant since 1970, a testimony to the efficient and
reliable operation of every CP mill.
Claudius Peters EM mills are designed to offer both the
grinding and calcining processes in one mill, a combination
that has become an industry standard in many mineral
processes.
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Dear Readers,
Welcome to the May 2011 issue of Global Gypsum Magazine. Along with all the latest
global gypsum news, this issue contains articles covering diverse technical and market
topics. For the scientifically-minded, there is a contribution from Sika Services AG
concerning polycarboxylate ether-based rheology modifiers, which starts on page
14. On page 22, there is a article covering different types of dust-abatement systems
by PCME Ltd UK and there is a look at the Thai government’s gypsum export policy
courtesy of Zawawi Minerals LLC, which starts on page 28.
This issue also has details of the 11th Global Gypsum Conference & Exhibition, to be
held in Las Vegas, USA on 17-18 October 2011. The 10th edition of the conference in
Paris in October 2010 was the largest ever meeting of gypsum industry leaders, with over
30 exhitibion stands and 350 delegates from 35 countries. The conference brochure for
the 11th edition starts on page 25 and has all the information you need on how to attend
what will be the largest gypsum event in 2011. It has information about registration fees,
accommodation, the Awards Gala Dinner and other aspects of this leading event. The
brochure also contains a list of the exhibitors that are confirmed for the conference at
the time of going to press.
Those with an interest in the global insulation industry can find the global insulation
news, starting on page 32 and a technical article covering styrenic insulation by authors
from Total Petrochemicals. The Global Insulation Section also includes a continuation
of the themes raised by Tim Swales article ‘Is formaldehyde in your building insulation
future?’, with several points raised by Rachel R Belew of Greenguard Environmental
Institute and answered by the original author - See page 40.
We hope that you enjoy this issue of Global Gypsum Magazine!
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Markus Müller & Christina Hampel, Sika Services AG

Influence of gypsum raw material on
performance of polycarboxylate-ether
high-range water-reducing additives
An extensive experimental series was carried out to test PCE-based superplasticisers in plasters
from different gypsum board plants. Although ViscoCrete® G-2 performed very well in the majority
of the gypsum binders, the results indicate that no universal additive solution performs best in all
binder types. Based on a general understanding of interactions between different gypsum binder
components and polycarboxylate polymer design, new target-oriented PCE formulations were
developed. These tailor-made solutions are characterised by even further improved plastification at
significantly reduced set-retarding effect of the additive.

Above: SEM-EDX close up
of a plaster based on FGD
gypsum (A).

A

pproximately 60% of all calcined gypsum originates from natural gypsum and 40% from synthetic
gypsum and the recycling of gypsum products.2 Most
of the synthetic gypsum used in the gypsum industry is
flue-gas desulphurisation (FGD) gypsum.
For more than 3000 years sulphate containing rocks
have been processed manually and in modern times
these have been processed industrially. With regard
to processing and final product quality, the qualitative
requirements of the sulphate rocks have significantly
increased over this time. Gypsum raw material processed by the gypsum industry can be contaminated
with (sometimes large amounts of) other minerals like
limestone, dolomite, quartz or clay.
In general, for the manufacture of gypsum products
at least 80% of the rock must be gypsum. By sieving
and washing the usual impurities in the natural gypsum deposits can be reduced. At the end of the 1980s
great efforts were made to show the applicability of
synthetic FGD from coal-fired power stations for the
manufacture of gypsum products. In comparison with
natural gypsum there were positive aspects with respect
to chemical, mineralogical, physical and biological criteria. Despite initial reservations, it was established by
the Beckert Study3 that FGD-gypsum could be used for
producing building materials without any restrictions.

14

Impact of impurities
Impurities in raw gypsum can have a negative impact on
calcination, further processing and final product quality.
For example, inert ingredients with high specific surface
area increase the water demand of gypsum binder, thus
making a negative contribution to the strength development of gypsum products. During wallboard production
impurities can cause discolouration of the gypsum core,
but this is less critical if they are not visible through the
cardboard. Contaminants such as dissolved salts can
also be problematic, if they accumulate between the
cardboard and the gypsum core (for example during the

Type of
gypsum
FGD

BET surface (m2/g) Water demand
(w/b)

Calcium sulphate phases
AIII (%)
HH (%)
AIIs (%)

Impurities
-

4.05

77.00

4.40

7.95

0.64

3.90

74.45

0.60

7.23

0.67

2:30

6:50

0.00

85.20

2.95

5.35

0.58

3:15

9:45

Quartz, dolomite

22.95

9.50

6.45

D

Natural

42.00

0.77

Quartz, limestone,
dolomite, clay

0.00

85.40

2.80

n.d.

0.58

5:45

12:15

-

0.00

81.50

4.10

n.d.

0.60

2:30

8:05

G

Natural

Quartz, dolomite

0.00

65.20

9.30

n.d.

0.55

3:30

10:55

High-range water-reducing additives
(HRWRA)

Above - Table 1: Summary
characteristics for binders A - G.

based plasters occasionally contained large amounts
of impurities like quartz, limestone, dolomite and clay.
Next to the purity of the raw material, the gravimetric
phase analysis pointed out large differences in calcium
sulphate phase composition of the binders as a result of
differing calcining procedures.
To further describe the materials, images of selected
plaster samples were taken by scanning electron microscopy (SEM). Figure 1 and 2 show the differences in
particle size, shape and distribution between FGD- and
natural gypsum based plasters. Binders based on FGD
gypsum show a relatively uniform particle size distribution, where compact particles with the typical gypsum
crystal morphology are visible. In contrast, binders
based on natural gypsum show the typical wide particle
size distribution of a milling product.
Additional information about the mineral composition of the specimen was generated by energy-dispersive
X-ray spectroscopy (EDX) analysis conducted by means
of SEM (Figure 3 and 4). Binders based on FGD gypsum
were identified to be mainly consisting of CaSO4∙½H2O
with low contents of limestone and carbon black. In
contrast to this, selected natural gypsum based binders
contained large amounts of impurities like limestone,
dolomite, quartz and clay.
Following from the large variety in mineral composition, physical binder properties like water demand and
setting times differ strongly, too. For example, the water
demand to produce a plaster slurry with similar flow
behaviour (slump flow 120…130 mm) varied from w/b
= 0.55 to 0.77.
The influence of a conventional naphthalene based
plasticiser and a PCE-based product developed for
gypsum applications (Sika® ViscoCrete® G-2) was tested.
The shown results of four different plasters A - D are
representative for all 20 samples tested:

Plasticisers are surface-active substances. There are
currently four families of fluidising agents used: lignosulphonates, sulphonated naphthalene formaldehyde
condensates (NFS), sulphonated melamine formaldehyde condensates (MFS) and polycarboxylates (PC).
Most efficient plasticisers, such as the Sika ViscoCrete
product family, are polycarboxylate based. The high dispersing effect is based on electrostatic repulsion and on
a steric repulsion of the particles.6 Today, HRWRA are
widely spread in the field of concrete technology. Based
on the variability in polymer design, in the past 25 years
several polycarboxylate ethers (PCE) have been customised for specific applications such as ready-mix and
precast concrete. In contrast to cementitious systems, in
gypsum based systems conventional plasticisers based
on melamine or naphthalene sulphonate condensates
are still widely used.
When most currently available PCEs are applied in
plaster systems, they cause an insufficient plastification
and must therefore be used at high dosages. In addition,
they often lead to a strong retardation of the setting of
plasters. Especially in the manufacture of wallboard this
is a great disadvantage, because the setting time determines the speed of the production process.
As it was studied by Hampel et. al., the structure of
the polymers affects the liquefaction of calcium sulphate
phases differently than it is known from cementitious
systems.7 Deep understanding of the gypsum-PCE
interaction was needed to develop superplasticiser tailored to the requirements of the gypsum industry. In the
work of Müller and Hampel, the large-scale applicability
of the new superplasticiser generation was proven.

Water demand
Pure β-hemihydrate stoichiometrically requires 18.62%
of its own weight in water to rehydrate to gypsum
(CaSO4∙2H2O). In other words, the theoretical water
demand, expressed as water/binder-ratio (w/b), is
0.1862. To produce a flowable slurry, excess water is required. Typical water demand of plaster of Paris is above
w/b = 0.50. This results in the fact that large amounts of
excess water (65-75 % of total water) must be evaporated
from the board after rehydration of the plaster.
Up to two thirds of total energy utilisation in gypsum board production is consumed in the drying stage.
Especially in today’s times of rising energy costs and
a shortage of resources such as fossil fuels and water,
there is rising interest in reducing the water content of
the plaster slurry. Additionally, by reducing the evaporative load to a minimum, the line speed and therefore
the yield of the board plant can be maximised. Furthermore, a substantial water reduction contributes to the
improvement and stabilisation in gypsum board quality.
As described in the literature,1,4 the gypsum raw
material source, gypsum processing as well as numerous other factors influence the wallboard production
process and the end product properties. Today great
efforts are made by the gypsum industry to reduce the
water consumption and with it the negative impact on
manufacturing process and end product quality.5

Results and discussion
In the following, selected results from the development
of customised solutions for gypsum board producers
are presented. In a large test series, 20 different industrially produced plasters provided by gypsum wallboard
producers were investigated. Table 1 contains some essential characteristics of the selected binders, A - G.
The selected binders represent a large variety in terms
of gypsum raw material sources and processing (milling and calcining) technologies. The natural gypsum

Dispersing agents
It is common practice to add dispersing agents to binder
slurries to achieve reduced water content at a given
flowability or to increase slurry flowability at given
water content. This allows shortening of the drying step,
which is beneficial with respect to energy savings and
reduction of total production costs.

•Sample A is representative of seven different FGD
gypsum based plasters;
•Sample B is representative for two different natural
gypsum based plasters;
•Sample C is representative for five different natural
gypsum based plasters;
•Sample D is representative for six different natural
gypsum based plasters.

Gravimetric techniques: Gravimetric sampling involves taking an isokinetic sample (ie: one in which the
velocity of the sampling nozzle is the same as the stack)
through a pre-weighed filter and then re-weighing the
filter after a given time. One also measures the flow and
can thus obtain the concentration of the dust in mg/m³.
It is the only method that gives the user a real concentration. All other methods are relative methods and
must be calibrated accordingly. This means that to read
concentration values using any other dust monitor, it
first has to be calibrated using a gravimetric sample.

Dynamic opacity: In the past 10
years dynamic opacity has beFlow
Filter Measurement Regulator
come a modern, widely-used
DUCT
monitoring technique. Such
systems offer a tenfold increase in resolution and
Sample velocity (vs) = Gas velocity (vg)
far less stringent maintevg
v
vs g
nance requirements than
SAMPLING TRAIN
conventional opacity systems.
Like opacity monitors, dynamic
Above - Figure 1: Isokinetic
opacity monitors are based on a light beam passing
sampling is carried out followacross the airflow. The essential difference is that they
ing methods described in
measure not the beam intensity (as in opacity techBS 3405, BS 6069, ISO 9096
niques), but the temporal variation (scintillation) in its
or EN13284-1.
intensity. This scintillation results from the statistical
variations in the distribution of particles in the airstream. The higher the concentration of particles, the
greater the range of variation.
The scintillation is substantially independent of the
absolute value of the light intensity, down to very low
light levels. Scintillation measurements are both reliable

and repeatable. The monitor can be calibrated by an
isokinetic sample test to give concentrations in mg/m3.
The essential proviso is that the empirical constant, k,
must not vary. Its value is a function of the installation,
the type of dust and the particle size and is effectively
constant in a wide range of large stack and combustion
applications including incineration plants, electrostatic
precipitator and other arrestment plants. In principle
dynamic opacity is an ideal alternative to traditional
opacity techniques for emission monitoring.
Light scattering: Another optical measurement technology is light scattering. This is a new ‘near–incident’
forward scatter particle emission instrument that has recently been developed to overcome the cross-sensitivity
to particle size discussed above. The theory behind light
scattering is well understood in that the total amount
of scattered light from a particle cloud is dependent on
the angle between the incident beam and the measured
scattered angle.
The scattered light between 90° and 180° (referred to
as back-scatter) is sensitive to particle refractive index
and particle size and shape while the scattered light less
than 90° is less dependent on particle type. As the scattering angle is reduced towards 0° (i.e. small angle with
incidence beam) the cross sensitivity to particle size also
diminishes significantly.

Right - Figure 3: Screenshot
of PCME system showing damage to the third filter chamber
and potential problems in the
second chamber.

Light beam

Below right - Figure 5:
Standard sensor (above) and
insulated sensor (below)

Electrodynamic measurement
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Monday 17 October 2011
08.00-09.00
Conference registration and coffee. Exhibition opens.
09.00-18.00
Conference technical programme
18.00
Coaches depart for the Awards Gala Dinner. Return is by 23.00.
Tuesday 18 October 2011
08.30-09.00
Exhibition opens. Coffee in the exhibition area.
09.00-18.00
Conference technical programme
18.00-20.00
Farewell Party

A major exhibition will once again be organised alongside the
conference. Do not miss the opportunity to reach your target
audience by exhibiting at the conference.
Some sponsorship opportunities are still available, including the
gala dinner, coffee breaks, lunches and the farewell party.
For more details, please contact Paul Brown:
tel
+44 (0)1372 840950
mobile
+44 (0)7767 475998
email
paul.brown@propubs.com

How to register

Please register online via the event website, www.propubs.com/ggc

Conference programme and timings

Awards Gala Dinner

The Awards Gala Dinner is charged at £125 and will take place on
Tuesday 18 October, at Sandy Valley Ranch, where we will have a funfilled night out with cowboys and their horses. Dress accordingly!

Dietary requirements
Please let us know beforehand if you have any special requirements.

hailand has proven and probable natural gypsum deposits of 271Mt located in Suratthani,
Nakhon Si Thammarat, Phichit, Nakhon Sawan, and
Loei provinces. Phichit and Nakhon Sawan both in
Central province and Loei in North-East province, have
reserves of 186Mt between them, but are far away from
sea ports. The estimated 36Mt of gypsum deposits in
Loei are classified as marginally sub-economic deposits
and cannot compete on price with other areas.
The country is currently a net exporter of natural
gypsum, with much of the mineral destined for the
rapidly growing Indian cement industry, in which it is
used as a setting-retardant. Despite India itself having
significant gypsum deposits, these are away from many
of its cement manufacturing hubs and thus do not lend
themselves to economic transport at present.

Current efforts to increase export price
The Thai government has implemented the following
three policies over the past five years in an attempt to
increase the selling price of its natural gypsum:
1. Grant no licenses for new gypsum mines.
2. Gypsum export is under government control and
non-marketable quotas for export are allocated to all
gypsum mines depending i) the capacity of each mine,
ii) the remaining reserves in each mine and iii) the percentage contributed by each mine to the total national
gypsum export for the preceding year.
3. In conjunction with policy 2, the government allows the Mining Council of Thailand to divide the

Las Vegas is also just a few hours drive from the
Grand Canyon and a post-conference tour will be
organised to this and some other sights. Details
will be posted on the conference website
as soon as they are available.

Conference organiser

PRo Publications International Ltd
First floor, Adelphi Court
1 East Street
Epsom, Surrey KT17 1BB
United Kingdom

There will be a spouse tour visiting a show back
stage and other essential Vegas sights. Details will
be posted on the conference website soon.

PRo Publications’ VAT No: GB 678 751 284
Co. Reg. No. 3277836 England and Wales
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Right - Table 1: Thai gypsum
production, export and
FOB selling prices for the
period 2001 - 2010.2

Gypsum produced (Mt)

Gypsum exported (Mt)

Gypsum FOB (US$/t)

6.53

4.98

11.10

2002

6.33

4.73

11.44

2003

7.29

5.33

11.75

2004

8.00

5.65

11.70

2005

6.92

5.12

13.52

2006

8.36

5.65

13.67

2007

8.57

2008

8.50

2009

8.68

2010

9.98

Recommendations

export markets into six zones. Companies are limited
to exporting only to those areas that they have previously exported to and therefore they may not export to
regions occupied by other exporters.

The report recommends that Thailand should aim
to attain sustainable development with regard to the
exploitation of its mineral resources and immediately
implement the following policies:

Implementation
By implementing these three policies, the government
is attempting to cause the opposite of a price-war but
following the introduction of these measures in 2006
the gypsum export price has improved only marginally.
The FOB selling prices are shown in Table 1. Another
drawback of the present policy is that it does not address the future problems that will occur when the
country‘s resources of natural gypsum are depleted.
Even if Thailand were to stop gypsum export and immediately devote all of the remaining gypsum reserves
to domestic consumption its resources will be exhausted
by 2044. At that point, Thailand would have to depend
on imports and pay the minimum CIF price demanded
by the supplier of the time, currently Australia. Gypsum
currently sold by Australian companies to Japanese
operators costs US$33/t, around twice the US$18.08
that Thailand charged Indian cement producers for its
gypsum in 2010. The ‘closest’ other available gypsum
reserves to Thailand besides Australia that it could use
once its own reserves are exhausted include those in the
Sultanate of Oman, Mexico and Morocco.

Year
2001

It adopted four different model cases and found that,
under all assumptions and scenarios, the Thai government should push its gypsum price up from the current
FOB price of around US$16.50/t and should stop exporting it in the medium term. If this step is not taken,
Thai customers would have to pay higher than the current Thai FOB export price for imported gypsum.
The report found that despite the unique position of
Thailand in the region, with only Australia as a direct
local competitor, Thai gypsum producers have had almost no power in dictating the gypsum price because of
intense domestic price-slashing between them.

On the basis of a study from the University of Stirling, UK, the Thai government has reassessed
its export policy with regards to natural gypsum.1 It is implementing free-on-board (FOB) price
increases and plans to subsequently stop its gypsum exports to maximise its resource.

T

We are very pleased to locate the event at Caesars
Palace, the grandest of Las Vegas hotels and
situated in a perfect location right in the middle
of the strip. Caesars Palace is famous worldwide
for its magnificent beauty and impeccable service.
This majestic hotel offers a 129,000 square foot
casino, 26 restaurants and cafes, sprawling
gardens and pools, a world-class spa and the
renowned Colosseum spotlighting world-class
stars. Elton John will perform his show
‘The Million Dollar Piano’ at the hotel on
the week when the Global Gypsum is organised.
You can book tickets for this and other
shows on www.caesarspalace.com.
To book tickets for further shows and concerts
taking place at other Vegas properties
please visit www.visitlasvegas.com
(select ‘Play’ and then ‘Shows’ from the top menu).

The latest version of the conference programme can be found on the
conference website. Please check regularly for any updates.

Please note that conference fees are not refundable unless the
conference is cancelled, in which case fees will be refunded after an
administrative deduction of 20%. You are advised to secure your visa
before registering for the conference. Substitutions from the same
company can be made at no cost up to three working days before the
event.

Thai gypsum export policy

1. Immediately increase gypsum FOB selling prices to
near or just below US$33/t.

Energy efficiency has long been a common goal for policymakers across the planet. This is not
necessarily because of ideology, but maybe more so due to rising oil prices and the expected oil
peak. Thanks to many product developments in insulating materials, insulation is now affordable
and economically viable for institution and individuals. It is a developing, growing industry
capable of giving an answer to many energy consumption issues by improving the use of energy in
buildings, when the renewable energy sector is still under development.

The contribution of styrenic insulating materials
educing energy consumption is among the main
goals of the European Union (EU). EU support to the construction of energy efficient buildings is sigfor improving energy efficiency will prove decisive for nificant. Two types of styrenic insulating materials, , can
competitiveness, security of supply and for meeting be used. Both types of material, expanded polystyrene
the commitments on climate change made under the (EPS) and extruded polystyrene (XPS), are foamed plasKyoto protocol. There is significant potential for reduc- tics with excellent insulating properties. EPS and XPS
ing consumption. With 40% of its energy consumed in use two main components, namely polystyrene and a
buildings, the EU has introduced legislation to ensure blowing agent. Other additives such as flame retardant,
nucleating agents and pigments may also be included.
that its buildings consume less energy. Recently, the EU
Polystyrene accounts for about 90% of the prodemphasised once more the need to increase energy
ucts weight. The blowing agent is either added in
efficiency, so as to achieve the objective of
Thermal
the raw material from commercial suppliers,
reducing its energy consumption by 20%
resistance
(pentane in the case of EPS), or is directly
by 2020.
mixed prior to expansion in the case
A key part of the EU legof XPS. Styrene monomer, derived
islation
is
the
Energy
from crude oil, serves the
Performance of Buildings
Environment,
feedstock for the producDirective (EPBD) that
Water
recycling
and
tion of both EPS beads
requires all EU counresistance
health
and polystyrene pellets.
tries to enhance their
As a supplier of styrene
building regulations and to
monomer to EPS beads producintroduce energy certification
ers and as a supplier of polystyrene
schemes for buildings. The recast
pellets to XPS board manufacturers,
of 19 May 2010 stipulated that all new
Compressive
Total Petrochemicals clearly has a key role
buildings have to be nearly zero-energy
resistance
to play in the insulation market. In both dobuildings by end 2020 and that new buildings
mains, Total Petrochemicals is at the forefront as a
occupied and owned by public authorities have to
market leader.
be nearly zero-energy buildings after 2018.
With the EPBD, European policymakers have created a strong momentum for insulation materials, which Styrenic insulation bound for growth in EU
will play a key role to step up to the ambitious objectives Both EPS and XPS have seen their importance in Euas set forward by the EU. It is now clearly understood rope as an insulating material increase and expectations
that an energy efficient building can only be built by are that they will keep on doing so. In 2010 styrenic
using adequate and efficient wall, roof and perimeter insulating materials accounted for 70Mm³.
insulation, as well as by using proper insulated technical
Combined, EPS and XPS account for roughly 30%
elements such as windows and doors.
of the European insulation market. In Europe, styrenic
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18.08

36

Styrenics insulation - Improving energy
efficiency from production to application

A substantial price increase may go against World Trade
Organisation (WTO) agreements and in this case the
Thai government would have only one option, the immediate implementation of the recommendation 2.
In the long run, the implementation of the report’s
recommendations will allow Thailand to maximise the
rewards of its position as a major regional producer.
It will enable the country to prolong its own resources
and minimise the cost of eventual imports from other
regional producers of natural gypsum.

References
1. Arnonkitpanich, A. ‘Strategies for maximising the
social benefit from the exploitation of gypsum mineral
resource of Thailand,’ PhD Thesis - University of Stirling,
UK, 2009.
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Views on formaldehyde insulation

2. Figures from Bank of Thailand.

Right: Natural gypsum quarry.
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insulating materials are forecasted to grow by about
5% to an overall volume of 90Mm³ in 2015.

Product density (kg/m3)

Styrenic insulation - Improving
energy efficiency from production
to application
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Barriers to implementation

Thailand’s proven and probable
natural gypsum resources
are 271Mt, a low amount
compared to estimated future
domestic demand.

Expanded polystyrene (EPS)
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New study

Tim Plantefeve-Castryck, Philippe Thiriaux, Jan Neelen & Nicolas Karecki, Total Petrochemicals

PU/PIR

Thai gypsum export policy

The new study uses economic models to determine
the optimal extraction paths for Thailand‘s gypsum
resources based on Hotelling’s concept of maximising
the net present value of benefits accrued to the country.
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LAS VEGAS
Las Vegas offers something for everyone, especially
if you are into gaming, shows, entertainment,
good dining, shopping, people watching... In a city
that never sleeps there is always something going
on. A stroll or a car drive along the Strip (preferably
in a limousine in true Vegas style) is a must-do
and do not forget to go and watch the fabulous
Bellagio water fountain show, situated right next
door to Caesars Palace.

Cancellation
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Global Gypsum Conference & Exhibition 2011

Conference fees

An ‘Early-Bird’ conference fee of £595 per delegate is available until
16th September 2011 and a ‘late-rate’ of £695 per delegate will apply
for registration from 17th September 2011. VAT at 20% is applicable to
UK registered companies and must be added to the fees. EU registered
companies are responsible for paying VAT at the local rate under the EU
‘reverse charge system.’ Companies outside the EU do not have to add
VAT.
The fee includes attendance at the conference and exhibition,
conference proceedings volume and presentations, conference
briefcase, lunches and Welcome and Farewell drinks receptions.

Ramachandran, Zawawi Minerals LLC, Sultanate of Oman

Right: Guide performance
rankings for different types of
styrenic insulation.
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Delegates are responsible for organising their own travel and
accommodation. A number of guest rooms has been reserved brochure
at a special rate at Caesars Palace. Please refer to the conference
website, www.propubs.com/ggc for booking instructions and further
information. If you do not wish to stay at Caesars Palace, we can
recommend some other properties belonging to the same hotel group.
These hotels are: Bally’s, Flamingo, Harrah’s, Imperial Palace, Paris and
Planet Hollywood.

Dress code
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dust-abatement systems

Accommodation

Dress code for the conference and the welcome and farewell parties is
smart casual or business attire. Dress code for the Gala Dinner is smart
casual or Western outfit (as a cowboy/girl, a gold miner or a Native
American etc). Ladies are recommended to wear flat/low heels.
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It is fairly simple to calculate potential savings by only
changing one compartment of the filter system rather
than every single filter bag. Installation of the dust
monitor costs around US$9000 so the cost benefits of
installation can be calculated on a site-by-site basis.

Online monitoring and optimisation of

CONFERENCE & EXHIBITION 2011

Sunday 16 October 2011
14.00-17.30
Exhibitors setting up
17.30 onwards Conference registration opens
18.00-20.00
Welcome party in the exhibition area. Sponsored by Erisim Makina

Exhibition and sponsorship opportunities

28

Potential savings

22

gypsum

Provisional programme timings

Register online: www.propubs.com/ggc

Above: Natural
gypsum mine.

Gypsum industry
The gypsum industry is bound by increasing national
and international legislation. Therefore it is interesting
to see a dust monitor not only as an environmental issue,
but also ask ‘can you save money with a dust monitor?
The emphatic answer is ‘Yes!’ This
is another reason to have good control
of the filter efficiency. Controlling filter
efficiency gives process information
without additional cost for calibration. In summary installation of a dust
control system is about scheduled
maintenance, avoidance of product
loss and also reduction of operating
costs, played off against the cost of
the instrumentation.
Another point is that because the
operator knows, for example in this
case, that the problem is in the third compartment, they
do not have to have a large number of filter bags in stock
and the average lifetime of the bags can be expanded.
This is because the user can use them until they are actually broken and not simply replace them as a matter of
routine when they still have a substantial service-time
still ahead of them.

water-reducing additives

CONFERENCE INFORMATION

CONFERENCE & EXHIBITION 2011

1. Brackett, Inc.
2. Wacker Chemie
3. Shandong Sanjin
4. Alstom Power
9. Haver & Boecker
11. SICIT
12. LIMAB
14+15. GYPTECH
16+17. HENRY Company
26. Eclipse Combustion
27. Beta LaserMike
28+29. Gypsum Recycling International
30+31. GUPSOS
41. Gebr.Pfeiffer AG
42. SIKA
43. WTW AMERICAS
44+45+46. ERISIM MAKINA
47+48. GRENZEBACH

performance of PCE high-range

11th

gypsum

List of exhibitors as at 9 May

poor and that means that sooner or later the emission
limit will be reached. If the filter is allowed to perform
properly, this will never be reached.

Influence of gypsum raw material on

gl bal

11th

The Global Gypsum Conference in Las
Vegas will be THE meeting place for
gypsum professionals in 2011. If your
business is gypsum or plaster, you
must attend!

7 Global gypsum news

schedule maintenance in advance and can also judge the
amount of product lost. The user can also avoid costly
unplanned shutdowns.
Figure 3 indicates to the trained eye that the cleaning system is not working, which means the other filter
compartments may experience problems and may start
to leak sooner than normal due to the extra mechanical
stress. It is possible to get all of this information from
the instrument without even calibrating because the
absolute dust concentration is unimportant. The important thing is that the filter performance is seen to be
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Caesars
CaesarsPalace,
Palace,Las
LasVegas,
Vegas,USA
USA

gl bal

The US is the world’s largest producer
of gypsum wallboard and plaster, and
the market is set for a major rebound
after the last few tough years.

Monitoring enables the user to assess the efficiency of
their filter systems. In any process requiring them, filters are essential. Without a filter, there can be no clean
product and therefore there is a strong need to control
filter efficiency. If an operator carries out a gravimetric
sample just to satisfy regulations once a year, they get no
process information.

Bag filters are used in many industries, but over a
period of time ‘cake’ builds up on the filter element and
the differential pressure increases. Cleaning the filter
elements with pulsed air releases the dust, but sooner
or later the filters will start to leak due to mechanical stress. This means that the user loses product and
hence money.
If a dust monitor is sensitive and dynamic enough
during the cleaning cycle, the user will observe what are
known as cleaning peaks, as shown in Figure 3. It shows
a three chamber filter that shows slightly higher peaks
in the third chamber than the others. This means that
the chamber has started to leak. Without a monitoring
system, the user would likely have to wait until catastrophic failure, but knowing in advance the user can
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This removes two major problems. Firstly electrodynamic systems do not depend on the velocity of the
particles because the natural charge of the particle is
the same whether it approaches the sensor slowly or
rapidly. This has been tested by an independent institute
in Germany.
The second and more important point is that the
induction of the charge of the particle is not affected by
contamination. The induction happens even if there is
a layer of dust on the sensor rod. Despite this, PCME
recommends checking for build-up every six months
depending on the system used. The
system can be fitted with in-built contamination checks so the instrument
itself tells the user when it needs to be
cleaned.
Other advantages are that it is easy
to install and requires minimal maintenance. Crucially, in comparison to
gravimetric sampling, which gives the
user a rough estimate for one point
of the system at a given time, electrodynamic systems give a continuous
output and continuous monitoring.

Benefits of electrodynamic techniques
Below left - Figure 4: PCME
Electrodynamic system.

A completely different, non-optical technology is
electrodynamic sensing. Electrodynamic systems do
not measure particles that collide with the sensor, but
instead measure the natural charge of the particles that
arises from collisions with other particles, the duct wall,
filters and other components
of the system in which they
Scattered light
Mirror
are contained.
The PCME system uses
the interaction between
the particles and the sensor
which is a kind of induction
of the charge, the result of
which is a stable AC current.

Detector

Why should you attend?

6 Diary dates
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Established dust analysis methods
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Volker Schmitz from PCME Ltd UK reviews established methods of measuring dust concentration in
industrial installations and highlights the benefits of PCME’s electrodynamic techniques.
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On-line monitoring and optimisation of
dust abatement systems
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Right - Figure 2: Schamatic
of forward light-scattering apparatus for dust measurement.

End of setting
(m:s)
7:25

Quartz, dolomite,
clay
Quartz, limestone,
dolomite, clay

Volker Schmitz, PCME Ltd UK

Above: Contaminated PCME
electrodynamic sensor rod that
is still working.

Initial setting
(m:s)
2:15

Natural
Natural

drying process) and can negatively affect the adhesion of
the cardboard. The adverse effects of impurities on the
effect of additives are also known.
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EPS is a relatively low cost material with excellent
insulating properties. As EPS has a low thermal conductivity, its thermal insulation properties are good.
It is lightweight with average densities of 19-22kg/m³,
reaching as low as 10-12kg/m³ for lowest compressive
resistance applications. This adds little to structural
weight, but offers high dimensional stability.
Although EPS isn’t a water vapour barrier, the
foam is ‘closed cell’ and it is therefore resistant to
water penetration. Typically, EPS is encountered in
three forms. 1) A foam board in walling, flooring and
roofing insulation, 2) EPS sheets bonded to plaster for
use in dry lining and roofing extensions and 3) As loose
fill bead for use in cavity fill insulation.

Extruded polystyrene (XPS)
The physical properties of XPS mean that it can be used
in board form in roof, floor and wall applications. The
average density for XPS is between 30-32kg/m³, going
as low as 26 kg/m³ when produced on specific extrusion
lines. The low moisture absorption of the material makes
it ideal for use in cold-storage facilities and refrigerated
transport. It also makes it the ideal insulating material
for perimeter insulation because it is water resistant.
The structural strength and high compressive resistance of the material also makes it ideal for load-bearing
applications. XPS does not rot and has relatively high
thermal insulation properties, which makes it suitable
for thin layer insulation applications. Typically, between
5% and 15% of recycled material (post-consumer EPS or
online recycled XPS) is used for the production of XPS
insulation boards.

Changing priorities
For a long time the key product characteristic of styrenic
insulation materials has been density, with lower end
boards generally having lower density. Today the industry has evolved towards insulation boards that combine
compressive resistance and good thermal insulation
properties, while guaranteeing good fire-resistance.
Thanks to their cell structure, plastic foams can achieve
higher compressive resistance than products based
on fibres.
The compressive resistance defines the standards
in both EPS and XPS. EPS and XPS insulation boards
are produced that are capable of resisting to a certain
load, which is certified by such standards. Ranging from
EPS30 (resistant to 30kPa temporary compression with
minor deformation) to EPS500, compression resistance
is increased in EPS boards by raising the density of the
boards.
The density of an EPS500 boards is commonly around
60kg/m³. Unlike EPS, XPS boards easily achieve higher
compressive resistance with minor density increases. A
standard XPS board resisting to 200 - 250kPa will reach
28-30kg/m³ in density, which is around the same level as
an EPS board resisting to equivalent compression.
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However, for a 500kPa compressive resistance, typical
XPS boards can be produced with a density of 35kg/m³.
This means that for a product with similar compressive
resistance (as well as better thermal resistance), 40% less
material is used. XPS is capable of reaching compressive resistance up to 700kPa for standard commercial
products with a density as low as 45kg/m³, as to where
EPS would be around 350kPa at similar density. The cell
structure of styrenic insulation materials allows higher
compressive resistances to be reached in comparison to
other insulating materials, with a strong material effectiveness in XPS for higher compression resistances. The
comparisons between EPS and XPS can be clearly seen
in Figure 2.
Besides some local building traditions, XPS insulation boards tend to be used more in niche applications,
mainly for its previously mentioned compressive resistance and water resistance.
In Europe about 12Mm³ of XPS is used per year, of
which 65% is found in flooring and perimeter insulation. Around 15% is used as roofing insulation, most
commonly for flat roofing applications. The remainder
is found in wall insulation (12 %) and in industrial applications (8 %), such as use in cold-storage facilities or
refrigerated transport.

Above - Figure 2: Graph of
density against compressive
strength for XPS and EPS.

Regulars and comment
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Global Gypsum Magazine subscription form

41

The Last Word

Recent developments
More recently, new technical elements are being put
on the market, using water resistance of XPS boards as
its competitive advantage. Such developments include
drainage elements and shower structures covered with
fibreglass. Expectations are that such technical elements
made from XPS, used in the construction market, will
prosper even more than the XPS insulation boards
themselves. Moreover applications in civil engineering
such as the insulation of roads, rail tracks and airfield
runways are directly taking advantage of XPS’s high
compressive resistance and water durability.

42 Advertiser Index and Reader Enquiry

Blowing agents
In recent years, the XPS industry has been switching to
gases with a Global Warming Potential (GWP) of less
than 150, driven by EU regulations. In the past, hydrofluorocarbons (HFC) such as HFC-134a were used as
blowing agents but as the GWP of 134a is higher than
150, EU regulators imposed a ban on this blowing agent.
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“My boss made the right choice!
He bought me a PFEIFFER mill.“

Technological excellence, efﬁciency and unrivalled quality make PFEIFFER mills the
worldwide best and easiest to maintain. The satisfaction of plant operators is testament
to PFEIFFER‘s tradition of progress and has been for the last 145 years.

P.O. Box 30 80 • D-67618 Kaiserslautern
Phone +49 631-4161-0 • Fax +49 631 4161-290
E-mail kv-p@gpag.com • www.gpag.com
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Stop costly board variations
from imprecise stucco feeding

For International inquiries, contact:
SCHENCK PROCESS UK LIMITED
Tel: 44 161 975 1800
Fax: 44 161 443 2645
E-mail: puk@schenckprocess.com
www.schenckprocess.com

Problems with inaccurate volumetric stucco feeding systems?
Schenck Process metering equipment combined with
unsurpassed gypsum industry experience will help eliminate
wallboard rejects or costly product giveaway.

MULTICOR® Mass Flow Meter
• Accuracies of ±0.5% minimize
board fluctuations.
• Totally enclosed dust tight design
is not influenced by outside forces.

Improve ease of fibrous and additive feeding

For North American inquiries, contact:
SCHENCK PROCESS
Toll-free: 800-401-9702
Direct: 262-473-2441
Fax: 262-473-6884
E-mail: mktg@schenckamericas.com
www.schenckamericas.com

Feed wet chopped fiberglass, or additives like starch, dextrose, potash, and vermiculite easily and
assure high quality end products with Schenck Process feeders and controls.

SOLIDSFLOW™ Fibrous Feeders
• Choice of drywall producers
worldwide.
• No matting or clumping.

MECHATRON® Additive Feeder
• Quick disassembly allows
you to easily change additives.

DISOCONT® Modular Control
• One control platform for all
feeding equipment.

For further information and links, see www.propubs.com

©2009 Schenck Process
©2009 Schenck Process

DIARY DATES

Global Cement Electrical Energy Efficiency Conference
14-15 June 2011, Munich
www.propubs.com/geeec

11th Global Gypsum Conference and Exhibition
17-18 October 2011, Las Vegas, USA
www.propubs.com/ggc

6th Global Insulation Conference
26-27 September 2011, Toronto
www.propubs.com/gic

Returning to North America for the first time since 2006,
the 11th Global Gypsum Conference in Las Vegas will
give industry participants the opportunity to meet
together in the world’s largest market for
gypsum products - the USA.
This event will be a must for
producers, suppliers, traders,
analysts and gypsum researchers alike. Issues covered include
gypsum market trends, cuttingedge research, plaster technology, new applications, energy efficiency
and much more.

The 6th Global Insulation
Conference and Exhibition
will attract a crosssection of insulation
industry experts from
all corners of the globe.
The event will provide a platform
for exhibiting your products to potential
international clients and look at developments
in mineral wool, polyurethane, cellulose, fibreglass,
polyiso, polystyrene and other thermal insulator materials. The issues covered include energy efficiency in manufacture, recyclability, optimisation of products, advances in
installation and much more.

For more information, plus links to all events, please
see www.propubs.com
The full 2011 PRo Media Book is
available from propubs.com/media.
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Massive interest in Lafarge gypsum assets
France: On 21 April 2011 it was reported that Lafarge was to sell its gypsum
division in a fund-raising drive triggered by the need to cut debts. Potential
buyers had earlier received information brochures and expressions of interest
were quick to arrive, with private equity players Kohlberg Kravis Roberts & Co.
and Advent International among the interested parties. Other companies included Cinven and TPG.
Strategic interest was garnered from Belgian firm Etex, US companies Eagle
Materials Inc. and USG Corp. and Saudi Arabia’s National Gypsum Company.
Some of the potential buyers are said to only be interested in the European
gypsum assets, valued by Lafarge at some Euro800m, while others are eying up
the US assets, valued at some US$280m. Citigroup and BNP Paribas are running
the sale process. It is unclear when the next bids are due.
The sale is expected to generate no less than Euro1bn, with some market
sources claiming that the European branch alone could fetch as much as Euro900m. The loss-making North American unit is considerably less attractive
and Lafarge may have to split the operations, which cover 70 countries.
Lafarge is expected to embark on a string of asset disposals to trim debts and
increase its standing in the stock markets. It is working to cut its debt, currently
Euro14bn, by at least Euro2bn in 2011.

EXPERTISE IN
FILLING TECHNOLOGY

Improved first quarter results for Lafarge gypsum unit
France: Lafarge has released its first quarter fiscal results, which show that
its total group sales were up 9% on the year to Euro3.56m and its earnings
before interest, tax, depreciation and amortisation were stable at Euro514m.
The group’s current operating income was down by 5% to Euro224m. Sales
increased for the quarter, driven by higher volumes in all product lines across
both emerging and developed markets.
Gypsum unit profits were drastically up by 80%, from Euro10m in the first
quarter of 2010 to Euro18m in the first quarter of 2011. Remarkably, this increase
was achieved with only a sales value increase of just 9%, the unit benefitting
from an improvement in market activity and strong cost reduction efforts.
The group reports that it is positioned for 2011 earnings growth and is on
track to achieve more than Euro2bn of deleveraging and Euro200m of structural cost savings in 2011.

Paper valve-bags
or PE tubular film bags
The variety
of powder-type products
requires individual
packaging solutions.

Eagle Materials fourth quarter and full year results
US: Eagle Materials, Inc. has reported financial results for the 2011 fiscal year
(FY2011) and the fiscal fourth quarter, both ending 31 March 2011. In its release
on 5 May 2011, the company said notable items for the fiscal year and quarter
included FY2011 revenues of US$462.2m and FY2011 net earnings of US$14.8m.
The company’s net debt-to-total capitalisation ratio was 38% compared to 40%
a year earlier. For the fourth quarter, the company saw revenues of US$95.4m
and a net loss of US$10.8m. The fourth quarter results reflect US$10.7m of nonoperating expenses.

Eurogypsum publishes Resource Efficient Europe report
Europe: In April 2011 Eurogypsum published its views on a Resource Efficient
Europe, stating that industry must go forward in the field in an innovative manner establishing constructive and innovative eco-systems and claiming that
‘green’ growth is indeed compatible with quarrying, industrial activities and
sustainable products.
It warned, however, that Europe must carefully preserve its industrial
heritage and know-how to maintain a high level of competitiveness in an
increasingly globalised world without delocalisation of mining and other industrial activities.
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HAVER & BOECKER, Germany
Phone:+49 2522 30-0
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GLOBAL GYPSUM NEWS
National Gypsum case continues
US: National Gypsum Company has announced that the plaintiff
in Yee versus National Gypsum, et al. (pending in the US District
Court for the District of Arizona) voluntarily dismissed his putative nationwide class action lawsuit filed against the company in
October 2009.
“While we are pleased with the outcome of this case, we
are hardly surprised. Throughout this litigation, we have never
doubted the quality and safety of our gypsum wallboard and
were confident we would be fully exonerated,” said Craig
Weisbruch, senior vice president of sales and marketing. “Our
wallboard has passed the industry’s most rigorous testing and
certification processes for indoor air quality and has been used
by the US Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) and the US
Green Building Council in their buildings.”
The putative class action, (Raymond) Yee versus National
Gypsum, et al., alleged that the company manufactured defective wallboard that emitted high levels of sulphur, damaged
property inside homes and caused health problems. These
problems have typically been associated with allegedy defective Chinese wallboard and not US wallboard. National Gypsum
vigorously defended itself against the claims and denied all allegations. The plaintiff did not produce any credible scientific
evidence that could substantiate his allegations. “We have not
seen any reliable evidence that our gypsum wallboard poses
any of the issues associated with defective Chinese wallboard,”
said Weisbruch.
“The decision to dismiss the case without prejudice is not a
reflection of the merits of Mr Yee’s case,” said William Anderson,

an attorney representing the Arizona homeowner. “The dismissal in no way exonerates National Gypsum and any assertion
to the contrary is irresponsible and false. Mr Yee is a member of
the proposed class in litigation in Florida, and we will watch with
great interest how that case proceeds.”
Robert Gary, who is working on the Florida case, said it made
sense to move Yee’s case to the Florida lawsuit. The 93 plaintiffs
in that lawsuit say that National Gypsum wallboard caused corrosion problems in their homes. “Everyone has decided that the
cases are most appropriately centred in Florida, because that’s
where the bulk of the victims are,” said Gary. “The suit involves
the same team of lawyers involved in the Arizona case.”
The Consumer Product Safety Commission is leading its own
investigation into reported American wallboard problems.

USA Gypsum develops new soil amendment
US: The Pennsylvania Recycling Markets Center (RMC) Inc. is
proud to announce that USA Gypsum has developed a new
lawn and garden soil amendment product made from recycled gypsum wallboard. Gypsum acts as a natural soil aerator
and is a great source of calcium and sulphate when dissolved.
USA Gypsum recycles scrap gypsum wallboard and manufactures lawn, agricultural, and industrial gypsum products in
addition to animal bedding.
“We are pleased to be partnering with the RMC, as it
provides us with business and technical development opportunities,” said Terry Weaver, president and general manager of
USA Gypsum.

New large production facility for Flexco
US: Flexco, a leading manufacturer of products that help
maximise belt conveyor productivity, recently opened a
new facility in Lemont, Illinois. The facility will manufacture
a new generation of conveyor rollers under the brand name
CoreTech™. The building boasts 29,000ft2 of plant space for
the production and assembly of the conveyor rollers and
3000ft2 of office space.
The opening was celebrated with remarks from Flexco
President and CEO Richard A White and Plant Manager
Ganesh Bhaskarla. “CoreTech is a complementary addition
to our ever-expanding product offering and a testament to
Flexco’s commitment to bringing innovative technology to
our customers worldwide,” said White.
“Adding capacity in North America enables us to respond to our global customer base,” said Bhaskarla. “We look forward to being
a ‘ship from stock’ facility in the near future,” said Bhaskarla. The image shows the new Lemont production facility.
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Danube announces Saudi showroom

Chiyoda Ute revises estimate

Saudi Arabia: Danube Building Materials has announced the opening of its new US$13.6m showroom in the Kingdom of Saudi Arabia
(KSA). Located in the heart of the Jeddah Industrial Area, the new
showroom, which includes the company’s range of gypsum tiles and
boards is part of Danube’s strategic move towards creating a strong
market presence in the Middle East construction industry and meeting its goal of achieving US$1bn in revenue by 2015.

Japan: Chiyoda Ute Co Ltd has published revised
consolidated earnings estimates for the year ending
31 March 2011. The company has decreased its sales
estimate from US$319m to US$316m and has forecast
an operating loss of US$8.5m, down from of its previous
forecast of a US$500,000 operating profit. It expects to
report a net loss of US$15m.
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Reclaim of FGD Gypsum
The LOUISE Rotating Discharge Machine ensures reclaim of any moist
bulk materials from silos with diameters to 14 m.
I

First in / First out

I

Simultaneous feeding and discharge

I

Discharge capacity to 3,000 m3/h infinitely adjustable

I

Easy access and maintenance

AUMUND Foerdertechnik GmbH • Saalhoffer Str. 17 • 47495 Rheinberg • Germany
Tel.: +49-28 43-72 0 · Fax: +49-28 43-6 02 70 · e-mail: aumund@aumund.de · www.aumund.com

GLOBAL GYPSUM NEWS
New Knauf plant to open in May 2011

USG decreases loss, but ships less in Q1

Uzbekistan: Germany’s Knauf International GmbH
(Knauf ) has completed the construction of a 20MM2/yr
wallboard production plant in Uzbekistan. The project
worth US$48m was funded through a direct investment from Knauf. The contractor for the construction
project was German Samo Engineering. KnaufGipsBuhara, a wholly-owned subsidiary of Knauf International
GmbH, will manage the plant. It was reported that the
plant, the second building-materials production project
implemented by Knauf in Uzbekistan, would begin commissioning in May 2011.
Following the commission of the new production facilities, the wallboard production capacity in Uzbekistan
will be doubled to 40MM2/yr, with demand closer to
60MM2/yr.
Knauf acquired 30.77% of Bukharagips’ shares for
US$1.55m in September 2005 and undertook investment
obligations of US$6.3m. It now holds a 99.6% share in the
enterprise, with the remaining 0.4% owned by others.

US: USG Corporation (USGC) has reported first quarter 2011 net
sales of US$721m, an operating loss of US$58m and a net loss of
US$105m. In the same period of 2010 its operating loss was US$82m
and its net loss was US$110m. Its adjusted operating loss was
US$49m compared to US$70m in the first quarter of 2010 and the
company’s sales increased by1%.
US Gypsum wallboard shipments totalled 992 million ft2 compared to 1.15 billion ft2 in the first quarter of 2010 and the average
wallboard price was US$109.15 per thousand ft2 compared to
US$106.58 per thousand ft2.
“As expected, we experienced generally weak demand in our
domestic markets during the quarter,” said James Metcalf, President
and CEO of USGC. “Accordingly, we continue to focus on our operating initiatives to drive improvements in our results. We are seeing
signs of stabilisation in US commercial construction and positive
trends in the repair and remodel segment, but the new residential
construction market remains weak.” Continuing, Metcalf added, “The
long term fundamentals that drive our business remain very solid.
As demand improves we will benefit from the operating leverage
inherent in both our manufacturing and distribution businesses.”

MATERIAL FLOW PROBLEMS?

US wallboard prices unchanged

The WTW Group can help!
With guaranteed extraction and flow
Rotary Bin Discharger (BinE
X)
(BinEX
Our most versatile and flexible discharge
system for use on FGD, wet, rock gypsum,
limestone, clay, iron ore, etc…
Available in diameters from 2 to 6 meters
for flow rates from 0.5 to 1,000 t/h.

Rotary Bin Discharger (PlanE
X)
(PlanEX)
The PlanEX has the same function as the
BinEX, but is available in diameters from 6 to
12 meters.
Truck Unloading Station
(TUS)
This custom designed machine allows
clients to receive bulk materials directly
into their process. There is no need for
expensive civil work, front end loaders,
continuous manpower or other conveying
systems.
Chain Conveyors (TKF)
Our design of heavy duty, dust and gas tight, explosion−
proof Chain Conveyors are the most reliable and
durable system available in any industry. Sticky,
hot (up to 750° C), abrasive materials such as
synthetic gypsum, filter dust and clinker are
easily conveyed from 0 to 1,000 t/h, on single or
double strand chains from 0.25 to 2 meters in width.
Bunker Discharge Machine (BDM)
Available in a variety of designs and configu−
rations to meet any application. The arms of
the BDM rotate and reclaim bulk materials
and can be supplied with rails, a festoon
system, VFD or can include an integrated
weigh feeder. Bunker distance can be
unlimited.
Sweeping Auger (SAS)
The SAS is designed for silos and bunkers
with diameters up to 25 m and height up
to 30 m. In particular lighter density bulk
materials (less than 1.0 t/m3), such as
bypass dust, wood chips, plastic particles
and pellets can be discharged through it.

WTW Engineering
Maszyny i Urządzenia
Przemysłowe Sp. z o.o.
ul. Tarnogajska 18
50−512 Wrocław, Poland
Phone: +48 (0) 71 782 50 20
Fax: +48 (0) 71 782 50 21
E−mail: info@wtw−engineering.com.pl
www.wtw−engineering.com.pl

MHC Engineering
Fördertechnik GmbH
v.−d.−Wettern−Str. 21
D−51149 Cologne, Germany
Phone: +49 (0) 2203 36825 0
Fax: +49 (0) 2203 36825 29
E−mail: info@mhc−engineering.de
www.mhc−engineering.de

WTW Americas Inc.
P.O. Box 1536 Stn Main
Peterborough, ON K9J 7H7
Canada
Phone: +1 705 749 3544
Fax: +1 705 740 1775
E−Mail: info@wtwamericas.com
www.wtwamericas.com

MHC Engineering China
Representative Office
Room 309, 23 TongHu St.,
TongZhou District,
Beijing 101100, P.R. China
Phone: +86 (0) 10 8952 8443
Fax: +86 (0) 10 8952 8143
E−Mail: michael_kxl@126.com
www.mhc−engineering.cn

WTW−SA Engineering (Pty) Ltd.
254 Nadine Street
Robertville Industrial Park
Unit 17 Robertville
1709 Roodepoort
Johannesburg
South Africa
Phone: +27 (0) 11 472 0460
Fax: +27 (0) 86 691 1250
E−mail: info@wtw−sa.co.za
www.wtwamericas.com

US: Unlike other building materials, which
have increased in price, the price of gypsum
wallboard remained flat in the first quarter of
2011 compared to the first quarter of 2010.

USG patent filed
US: United States Gypsum Company has
filed a patent application for a high-starch
light-weight gypsum wallboard. The inventors were named as Qiang Yu, Weixin D Song
and Michael R Lynn.
According to the Controller General of
Patents, Designs and Trade Marks, “The
invention generally provides gypsumcontaining slurries including stucco,
naphthalene sulphonate dispersant and
pregelatinised starch. The naphthalene sulphonate dispersant is present in an amount
of about 0.1% - 3.0% by weight based on
the weight of dry stucco. The pregelatinised
starch is present in an amount of at least
about 0.5% by weight up to about 10% by
weight of pregelatinised starch by weight
based on the weight of dry stucco in the formulation. Other slurry additives can include
trimetaphosphate salts, accelerators, binders, paper fibre, glass fibre and other known
ingredients. The invention also comprises
the gypsum-containing products made
with such slurries, for example, gypsum
wallboard and a method of making gypsum
wallboard.”
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GLOBAL GYPSUM NEWS
Saint-Gobain first quarter results
France: Sales across the whole of the Saint-Gobain group in the
first quarter of 2011 came to Euro9.799bn, an increase of 12.2%
year-on-year. Organic growth of 8.8% was seen in France across
all operations and in western Europe (excluding France) the
figure was 10.2%. The figures for North America and emerging
markets (Asia, eastern Europe and Latin America) were 4.2% and
15.6% respectively.
In the Construction Products division, which includes gypusm
wallboard and insulation, sales were up by 6.4% to Euro2.658bn.
Saint-Gobain attributed the increases to improved trading
conditions across the whole of Europe and continuing strong
momentum in Asian markets. The results were tempered by poor
trading conditions in the US.
The group’s sub-section Interior Solutions grew by 8.4% yearon-year, primarily due to an upturn in western Europe and more
favourable winter weather conditions than 2010 that allowed
more construction work to take place.
Saint-Gobain’s targets for the remainder of 2011 are to
have double-digit operating growth across all operations and
acheive Euro1.3bn free cash flow after spending Euro500m on
capital expenditure.

Automatic Kiln Chain Lubrication

Stake in gypsum distributor sold
Thailand/Indonesia: A wholly-owned unit of the Thai Industrial
conglomerate Siam Cement plc has entered into conditional
agreements to purchase stakes in Indonesia-based gypsum wallboard supplier Kokoh Inti Arebama Tbk.

Ukraine gypsum export figures
Ukraine: In the first three month of 2011, Ukraine’s gypsum
exports amounted to US$960,000 from 10,943t. Compared to
the corresponding period of 2010, exports in financial terms decreased by 76.15%.
In March 2011 the country took US$477,000 from exports of
7042t. In financial terms, exports were down by 77.32% in March
2011 compared to March 2010. Leading exporters were Knauf
Gips Donbass, Mamalyzskiy Gipsovyij Plant and Gipsovik OJSC.

MPA concerned about new emission targets
UK: The Mineral Products’ Association (MPA) is warning that proposals for the accelerated reduction of carbon emissions made in
the fourth report of the Climate Change Committee and accepted
by government are in danger of reducing the competitiveness of
energy-intensive industries in the UK.
Nigel Jackson, Chief Executive MPA, commented, “The UK
minerals products industry has achieved very significant reductions in carbon emissions in recent years and is committed to
doing more.“
The MPA believes that the work of the Climate Change Committee in recommending carbon budgets and reductions is
critical, but in implementing those recommendations government must not take risks with the competitiveness of UK industry.
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Raymond for Quality & Reliability
in Size Reduction
Raymond ® Mills have proven their quality, reliability and
flexibility in gypsum applications worldwide. Built tough to
work under the harshest conditions, their heavy-duty construction keeps them on the job producing quality products and higher profits for 50...60...70 years.
The Raymond® Imp™ Mill Flash
Calcining System not only pulverizes, dries, calcines and
classifies gypsum but conveys
it to a stucco storage bin in a
single rapid integrated operation. The hot gases of up to
1,200°F (650°C) enter the mill
at the raw gypsum feed point.
Surface moisture is dried then
chemically bound moisture is driven off while the gypsum
rock is pulverized in the mill. The gases carry the ground
gypsum out of the mill to a classifier, with oversize material returned to the mill for further pulverizing.
We offer a full range of technical services to support and
maintain your system to ensure the highest level of customer satisfaction while delivering the reliability and high
level of performance that today’s gypsum industry
demands.

TM
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GLOBAL GYPSUM NEWS
Possible relief for home builders in Florida
US: A Florida court ruling could further relieve home builders of
some liability in the ongoing dispute over the use of allegedly
defective Chinese wallboard, potentially limiting how much
they have to pay to homeowners who are complaining that defective products have reduced home values and caused them
to suffer from health problems. In the decision, issued 18 March
2011 and made public on 23 March 2011, Judge Glenn Kelley of
the 15th Judicial Circuit in Palm Beach County, Florida said that
builders and installers can only be held liable for ‘negligence’ in
these cases if they had actual or implied notice of a defect in
the wallboard at the time of construction. The ruling states that
plaintiffs must prove that the builders and others should have
known that the wallboard was defective. While the decision only
applies to one county, the builders hope it will be adopted by
other state and federal courts hearing the same issues.
The ruling follows a similar decision from the same judge in
November 2010. That ruling decided that, because home builders didn’t manufacture the problematic wallboard and were not
within the chain of distribution, they couldn’t be held ‘strictly
liable’ for the alleged defects.
“This ruling is another important step toward clarifying the
extent of exposure homebuilders face with regards to Chinese
wallboard,” said Stacy Bercun Bohm, a partner with law firm

Akerman Senterfitt, which represents several builders dealing
with the allegedly defective Chinese wallboard issue. “There is little evidence that many builders or installers had any knowledge,
actual or implied, about problems with Chinese-manufactured
wallboard until they were notified of such issues by the plaintiffs
themselves, years after construction was completed.”
C David Durkee, an attorney representing about 20 Palm
Beach plaintiffs, said that the ruling, ‘Is an accurate depiction of
Florida law,’ but he also thinks it gives his clients the opportunity
to prove that builders knew or should have known something
was wrong. Builders maintain they could not have known. “It’s
as obvious as a banana on the floor. That’s how defective this
product is,” said Durkee. “It’s not a heavy burden in this case.
One whiff of the wallboard will tell you that it’s not suitable for
someone’s home.”
The underlying case, which was brought by Florida homeowner Marlene Bennett, who is not represented by Durkee,
against Florida-based Centerline Homes Inc. and later consolidated to include similar complaints, aimed to pin more
responsibility on the builders for installing the faulty materials
and sought multiple damages including economic losses for declines in home values and personal losses based on the alleged
nuisance caused by fumes emitted from the wallboard.
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Markus Müller & Christina Hampel, Sika Services AG

Influence of gypsum raw material on
performance of polycarboxylate-ether
high-range water-reducing additives
An extensive experimental series was carried out to test PCE-based superplasticisers in plasters
from different gypsum board plants. Although ViscoCrete® G-2 performed very well in the majority
of the gypsum binders, the results indicate that no universal additive solution performs best in all
binder types. Based on a general understanding of interactions between different gypsum binder
components and polycarboxylate polymer design, new target-oriented PCE formulations were
developed. These tailor-made solutions are characterised by even further improved plastification
with significantly reduced set-retarding effect of the additive.

Above: SEM-EDX close up
of a plaster based on FGD
gypsum (A).

A

pproximately 60% of all calcined gypsum originates from natural gypsum and 40% from synthetic
gypsum and the recycling of gypsum products.1 Most
of the synthetic gypsum used in the gypsum industry is
flue-gas desulphurisation (FGD) gypsum.
For more than 3000 years sulphate-containing rocks
have been processed manually and in modern times
these have been processed industrially. With regard
to processing and final product quality, the qualitative
requirements of the sulphate rocks have significantly
increased over this time. Gypsum raw material processed by the gypsum industry can be contaminated
with (sometimes large amounts of) other minerals like
limestone, dolomite, quartz or clay.
In general, for the manufacture of gypsum products
at least 80% of the rock must be gypsum. By sieving
and washing, the usual impurities in the natural gypsum deposits can be reduced. At the end of the 1980s
great efforts were made to show the applicability of
synthetic FGD from coal-fired power stations for the
manufacture of gypsum products. In comparison with
natural gypsum there were positive aspects with respect
to chemical, mineralogical, physical and biological criteria. Despite initial reservations, it was established by
the Beckert Study2 that FGD-gypsum could be used for
producing building materials without any restrictions.

Impact of impurities
Impurities in raw gypsum can have a negative impact on
calcination, further processing and final product quality.
For example, inert ingredients with high specific surface
area increase the water demand of gypsum binder, thus
making a negative contribution to the strength development of gypsum products. During wallboard production
impurities can cause discolouration of the gypsum core,
but this is less critical if they are not visible through the
facing paper. Contaminants such as dissolved salts can
also be problematic, if they accumulate between the
cardboard and the gypsum core (for example during the
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drying process) and can negatively affect the adhesion of
the facing paper. The adverse effects of impurities on the
effect of additives are also known.

Water demand
Pure β-hemihydrate stoichiometrically requires 18.62%
of its own weight in water to rehydrate to gypsum
(CaSO4∙2H2O). In other words, the theoretical water
demand, expressed as water/binder-ratio (w/b), is
0.1862. To produce a flowable slurry, excess water is required. Typical water demand of plaster of Paris is above
w/b = 0.50. This results in the fact that large amounts of
excess water (65-75 % of total water) must be evaporated
from the board after rehydration of the plaster.
Up to two thirds of total energy utilisation in gypsum board production is consumed in the drying stage.
Especially in today’s times of rising energy costs and
a shortage of resources such as fossil fuels and water,
there is rising interest in reducing the water content of
the plaster slurry. Additionally, by reducing the evaporative load to a minimum, the line speed and therefore
the yield of the board plant can be maximised. Furthermore, a substantial water reduction contributes to the
improvement and stabilisation in gypsum board quality.
As described in the literature,3,4 the gypsum raw
material source, gypsum processing as well as numerous other factors influence the wallboard production
process and the end product properties. Today great
efforts are made by the gypsum industry to reduce the
water consumption and with it the negative impact on
manufacturing process and end product quality.5

Dispersing agents
It is common practice to add dispersing agents to binder
slurries to achieve reduced water content at a given
flowability or to increase slurry flowability at given
water content. This allows shortening of the drying step,
which is beneficial with respect to energy savings and
reduction of total production costs.
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Calcium sulphate phases
AIII (%)
HH (%)
AIIs (%)

BET surface (m2/g) Water demand
(w/b)

Binder

Type of
gypsum

Impurities

A

FGD

-

4.05

77.00

4.40

7.95

B

Natural

Quartz, dolomite,
clay

3.90

74.45

0.60

7.23

C

Natural

Quartz, limestone,
dolomite, clay

0.00

85.20

2.95

D

Natural

Quartz, dolomite

22.95

42.00

E

Natural

Quartz, limestone,
dolomite, clay

0.00

85.40

F

FGD

-

0.00

G

Natural

Quartz, dolomite

0.00

Above - Table 1: Summary
characteristics for binders A - G.

Initial setting
(m:s)

End of setting
(m:s)

0.64

2:15

7:25

0.67

2:30

6:50

5.35

0.58

3:15

9:45

9.50

6.45

0.77

2:20

7:20

2.80

n.d.

0.58

5:45

12:15

81.50

4.10

n.d.

0.60

2:30

8:05

65.20

9.30

n.d.

0.55

3:30

10:55

High-range water-reducing additives
Plasticisers are surface-active substances. There are
currently four families of fluidising agents used: lignosulphonates, sulphonated naphthalene formaldehyde
condensates (NFS), sulphonated melamine formaldehyde condensates (MFS) and polycarboxylates (PC).
Most efficient plasticisers, such as the Sika ViscoCrete product family, are polycarboxylate based. The
high dispersing effect is based on electrostatic repulsion
and on a steric repulsion of the particles.6 Today, highrange water-reducing additives (HRWRA) are widely
spread in the field of concrete technology. Based on the
variability in polymer design, in the past 25 years several polycarboxylate ethers (PCE) have been customised
for specific applications such as ready-mix and precast
concrete. In contrast to cementitious systems, in gypsum based systems conventional plasticisers based on
melamine or naphthalene sulphonate condensates are
still widely used.
When most currently available PCEs are applied in
plaster systems, they cause an insufficient plastification
and must therefore be used at high dosages. In addition,
they often lead to a strong retardation of the setting of
plasters. Especially in the manufacture of wallboard this
is a great disadvantage, because the setting time determines the speed of the production process.
As was shown by Hampel et. al., the structure of the
polymers affects the liquefaction of calcium sulphate
phases differently than from cementitious systems.7
Deep understanding of the gypsum-PCE interaction
was needed to develop superplasticisers tailored to the
requirements of the gypsum industry. In the work of
Müller and Hampel, the large-scale applicability of the
new superplasticiser generation was proven.

Results and discussion
In the following, selected results from the development
of customised solutions for gypsum board producers
are presented. In a large test series, 20 different industrially produced plasters provided by gypsum wallboard
producers were investigated. Table 1 contains some essential characteristics of the selected binders, A - G.
The selected binders represent a large variety in terms
of gypsum raw material sources and processing (milling and calcining) technologies. The natural gypsum
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based plasters occasionally contained large amounts
of impurities like quartz, limestone, dolomite and clay.
Next to the purity of the raw material, the gravimetric
phase analysis pointed out large differences in calcium
sulphate phase composition of the binders as a result of
differing calcining procedures.
To further describe the materials, images of selected
plaster samples were taken by scanning electron microscopy (SEM). Figure 1 and 2 show the differences in
particle size, shape and distribution between FGD- and
natural gypsum based plasters. Binders based on FGD
gypsum show a relatively uniform particle size distribution, where compact particles with the typical gypsum
crystal morphology are visible. In contrast, binders
based on natural gypsum show the typical wide particle
size distribution of a milling product.
Additional information about the mineral composition of the specimen was generated by energy-dispersive
X-ray spectroscopy (EDX) analysis conducted by means
of SEM (Figure 3 and 4). Binders based on FGD gypsum were identified to mainly consist of CaSO4∙½H2O
with low contents of limestone and carbon black. In
contrast to this, selected natural gypsum based binders
contained large amounts of impurities like limestone,
dolomite, quartz and clay.
Following from the large variety in mineral composition, physical binder properties like water demand and
setting times differ strongly, too. For example, the water
demand to produce a plaster slurry with similar flow
behaviour (slump flow 120…130 mm) varied from w/b
= 0.55 to 0.77.
The influence of a conventional naphthalene-based
plasticiser and a PCE-based product developed for
gypsum applications (Sika® ViscoCrete® G-2) was tested.
The shown results of four different plasters A - D are
representative for all 20 samples tested:
•Sample A is representative of seven different FGD
gypsum based plasters;
•Sample B is representative for two different natural
gypsum based plasters;
•Sample C is representative for five different natural
gypsum based plasters;
•Sample D is representative for six different natural
gypsum based plasters.

Erisim 1 MAy 2011.indd 1
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Figure 1

Figure 2

Figure 3

Figure 4

Top left - Figure 1: SEM
image of plaster based on
FGD-gypsum (A).
Top right - Figure 2: SEM image of plaster based on natural
gypsum (C).
Above left - Figure 3: SEMEDX image of plaster based on
FGD-gypsum (A).

As is visible in Figure 5, the conventional product
showed a constantly low liquefying performance in all
plaster types. In contrast, the gypsum-PCE performed
much better at the same dosage in plasters based on
FGD-gypsum as well as in most natural gypsum based
binders. In different natural gypsum sources, ViscoCrete® G-2 showed especially large fluctuations in

Above right - Figure 4: SEMEDX image of plaster based on
natural gypsum (B).

Right - Figure 5: Influence
of the binder source on the
flow characteristics of the
plaster slurry with different
superplasticisers (dosage 0.2%
in each case).
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liquefying performance. In 18 out of 20 different plasters
(i.e. plasters A, C and D), the product performed well
to very well. On average, for the same plastification the
dosage ratio compared to naphthalene was 1:3 to 1:4. In
some natural gypsum based binders (ie: plaster D) the
dosage ratio went up to 1:5.

Erisim 2 May 2011.indd 1
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Right - Figure 6: Influence of
different PCE formulations on
flow and setting-time characteristics of natural plaster E.
(Dosage 0.2% in each case).

Right - Figure 7: Influence
of different PCE formulations
on flow and setting-time
characteristics of FGD plaster F.
(Dosage 0.2% in each case).

Right - Figure 8: Influence of
different PCE formulations on
flow and setting-time characteristics of natural plaster G.
(Dosage 0.2% in each case).
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Two natural gypsum plaster samples (ie: plaster B)
were incompatible with the PCE-based plasticiser. In
both cases the origin of the incompatibility was identified as impurities within the gypsum raw material.

New developments
Based on a general understanding of interactions between gypsum binder components - different calcium
sulphate phases as well as impurities - and PC-molecule
design, new target-oriented PCE formulations were developed. The main focus of this development step was
on improving the liquefaction with reduced retarding
effect of the additives. The influence of different PCE
formulations (A1, A2, B1, B2, B3) on the slump flow
and setting time of different plasters versus a reference
‘gypsum-PCE’ formulation (0) was tested.
As Figures 6 - 8 show, an adaption of the PCE formulation can have a significant impact on the additive
effect. Both improved flow properties as well as significantly decreased setting times can be achieved by
adjusting the additive formulations. This concerns plasters based on FGD-gypsum (F), as well as plasters based
on natural gypsum (E, G). As expected, it turned out
that the additive formulation that performs best in one
particular binder is not necessarily the best with another
binder. This result indicates that no universal additive
solution exists for all binder types.
In a positive example, at the same superplasticiser
dosage, the slump flow of the plaster slurry increased
from 190mm to 202mm, while the end of setting was
reduced from 14m:30s to 10m:45s (plaster G, PCE
formulation B3). Comparing the result with the performance of a conventional plasticiser, at the given
low water/binder-ratio a naphthalene-based product does not meet the flowability requirements but
still causes setting times in the range of the adapted
PCE formulation.

Summary and conclusions
First, a systematic study of polycarboxylates with different polymer architecture was carried out to understand
fundamental relationships between polymer structure
and mode of action of HRWRAs in calcium sulphate
systems. Based on these results, a superplasticiser tailored to the requirements of gypsum board production
was designed.7 In large-scale trials it was proven
that the product is a cost-efficient solution to substantially reduce the water content of the plaster
slurry and thus reach a defined level of fluidity.1
Further tests with different gypsum raw materials and at varying plant-specific parameters showed
performance fluctuations of the existing additive.
Based on a general understanding of interactions
between gypsum binder components (different
calcium sulphate phases and impurities) and polycarboxylate polymer design, new target-oriented
PCE formulations were developed. These tailormade solutions are characterised by even further
improved liquefaction at significantly reduced setretarding effect of the additive.

Visocrete® G-2
Although ViscoCrete® G-2 performed very well in the
majority of the gypsum binders, the results indicate
that no universal additive solution performs best in all
binder types. To fully use the high performance potential of the PCE-technology, tailor-made solutions must
be developed for gypsum systems in analogy to the
already advanced application of PCE-based superplasticisers in cement systems. On the basis of the generated
knowledge, gypsum board manufactures can be supported individually by finding customised solutions for
each plant.
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Below: Close-up of SEM
image of plaster based on
FGD-gypsum (A).
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Volker Schmitz, PCME Ltd

On-line monitoring and optimisation of
dust abatement systems

Volker Schmitz from PCME Ltd reviews established methods of measuring dust concentration in
industrial installations and highlights the benefits of PCME’s electrodynamic techniques.
Above: Contaminated PCME
electrodynamic sensor rod that
is still working.

Established dust analysis methods
Gravimetric techniques: Gravimetric sampling involves taking an isokinetic sample (ie: one in which the
velocity of the sampling nozzle is the same as the stack)
through a pre-weighed filter and then re-weighing the
filter after a given time. One also measures the flow and
can thus obtain the concentration of the dust in mg/m³.
It is the only method that gives the user a real concentration. All other methods are relative methods and
must be calibrated accordingly. This means that to read
concentration values using any other dust monitor, it
first has to be calibrated using a gravimetric sample.

Dynamic opacity: In the past 10
years dynamic opacity has beFilter
come a modern, widely-used
DUCT
monitoring technique. Such
systems offer a tenfold increase in resolution and
Sample velocity (vs) = Gas velocity (vg)
far less stringent maintevg
v
vs g
nance requirements than
SAMPLING TRAIN
conventional opacity systems.
Like opacity monitors, dynamic
Above - Figure 1: Isokinetic
opacity monitors are based on a light beam passing
sampling is carried out followacross the airflow. The essential difference is that they
ing methods described in
measure not the beam intensity (as in opacity techBS 3405, BS 6069, ISO 9096
niques), but the temporal variation (scintillation) in its
or EN13284-1.
intensity. This scintillation results from the statistical
variations in the distribution of particles in the airstream. The higher the concentration of particles, the
greater the range of variation.
The scintillation is substantially independent of the
absolute value of the light intensity, down to very low
light levels. Scintillation measurements are both reliable

Flow
Measurement Regulator

Laser diode
Right - Figure 2: Schamatic
of forward light-scattering apparatus for dust measurement.
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and repeatable. The monitor can be calibrated by an
isokinetic sample test to give concentrations in mg/m3.
The essential proviso is that the empirical constant, k,
must not vary. Its value is a function of the installation,
the type of dust and the particle size and is effectively
constant in a wide range of large stack and combustion
applications including incineration plants, electrostatic
precipitator and other arrestment plants. In principle
dynamic opacity is an ideal alternative to traditional
opacity techniques for emission monitoring.
Light scattering: Another optical measurement technology is light scattering. This is a new ‘near–incident’
forward scatter particle emission instrument that has recently been developed to overcome the cross-sensitivity
to particle size discussed above. The theory behind light
scattering is well understood in that the total amount
of scattered light from a particle cloud is dependent on
the angle between the incident beam and the measured
scattered angle.
The scattered light between 90° and 180° (referred to
as back-scatter) is sensitive to particle refractive index
and particle size and shape while the scattered light less
than 90° is less dependent on particle type. As the scattering angle is reduced towards 0° (i.e. small angle with
incidence beam) the cross sensitivity to particle size also
diminishes significantly.

Electrodynamic measurement

A completely different, non-optical technology is
electrodynamic sensing. Electrodynamic systems do
not measure particles that collide with the sensor, but
instead measure the natural charge of the particles that
arises from collisions with other particles, the duct wall,
filters and other components
of the system in which they
Scattered light
Mirror
are contained.
The PCME system uses
the interaction between
the particles and the sensor
which is a kind of induction
of the charge, the result of
which is a stable AC current.
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Size Reducing:
All in One!

Shredder/ Feeder
for Reduction and Recycling
of Wallboards/ Fiberboards
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Applications
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Right - Figure 3: Screenshot
of PCME system showing damage to the third filter chamber
and potential problems in the
second chamber.

This removes two major problems. Firstly electrodynamic systems do not depend on the velocity of the
particles because the natural charge of the particle is
the same whether it approaches the sensor slowly or
rapidly. This has been tested by an independent institute
in Germany.
The second and more important point is that the
induction of the charge of the particle is not affected by
contamination. The induction happens even if there is
a layer of dust on the sensor rod. Despite this, PCME
recommends checking for build-up every six months
depending on the system used. The
system can be fitted with in-built contamination checks so the instrument
itself tells the user when it needs to be
cleaned.
Other advantages are that it is easy
to install and requires minimal maintenance. Crucially, in comparison to
gravimetric sampling, which gives the
user a rough estimate for one point
of the system at a given time, electrodynamic systems give a continuous
output and continuous monitoring.

Benefits of electrodynamic techniques
Below left - Figure 4: PCME
Electrodynamic system.
Below right - Figure 5:
Standard sensor (above) and
insulated sensor (below)

Monitoring enables the user to assess the efficiency of
their filter systems. In any process requiring them, filters are essential. Without a filter, there can be no clean
product and therefore there is a strong need to control
filter efficiency. If an operator carries out a gravimetric
sample just to satisfy regulations once a year, they get no
process information.

Bag filters are used in many industries, but over a
period of time ‘cake’ builds up on the filter element and
the differential pressure increases. Cleaning the filter
elements with pulsed air releases the dust, but sooner
or later the filters will start to leak due to mechanical stress. This means that the user loses product and
hence money.
If a dust monitor is sensitive and dynamic enough
during the cleaning cycle, the user will observe what are
known as cleaning peaks, as shown in Figure 3. It shows
a three chamber filter that shows slightly higher peaks
in the third chamber than the others. This means that
the chamber has started to leak. Without a monitoring
system, the user would likely have to wait until catastrophic failure, but knowing in advance the user can
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schedule maintenance in advance and can also judge the
amount of product lost. The user can also avoid costly
unplanned shutdowns.
Figure 3 indicates to the trained eye that the cleaning system is not working, which means the other filter
compartments may experience problems and may start
to leak sooner than normal due to the extra mechanical
stress. It is possible to get all of this information from
the instrument without even calibrating because the
absolute dust concentration is unimportant. The important thing is that the filter performance is seen to be

poor and that means that sooner or later the emission
limit will be reached. If the filter is allowed to perform
properly, this will never be reached.

Gypsum industry
The gypsum industry is bound by increasing national
and international legislation. Therefore it is interesting
to see a dust monitor not only as an environmental issue,
but also ask ‘can you save money with a dust monitor?
The emphatic answer is ‘Yes!’ This
is another reason to have good control
of the filter efficiency. Controlling filter
efficiency gives process information
without additional cost for calibration. In summary installation of a dust
control system is about scheduled
maintenance, avoidance of product
loss and also reduction of operating
costs, played off against the cost of
the instrumentation.
Another point is that because the
operator knows, for example in this
case, that the problem is in the third compartment, they
do not have to have a large number of filter bags in stock
and the average lifetime of the bags can be expanded.
This is because the user can use them until they are actually broken and not simply replace them as a matter of
routine when they still have a substantial service-time
still ahead of them.

Potential savings
It is fairly simple to calculate potential savings by only
changing one compartment of the filter system rather
than every single filter bag. Installation of the dust
monitor costs around US$9000 so the cost benefits of
installation can be calculated on a site-by-site basis.
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Making the most of the recovery
Returning to North America for the first time since 2006, the 11th
Global Gypsum Conference in Las Vegas will give industry participants the opportunity to meet together in the world’s largest market
for gypsum products. This event will be a must for producers, suppliers, traders, analysts and gypsum researchers alike. Issues covered
include gypsum market trends, cutting-edge research, plaster technology, new applications, energy efficiency and much more.

Online registration
is open!
www.propubs.com/ggc

Who should attend?
• Product manufacturers
• Equipment suppliers
• Gypsum / Plaster / Cement
producers
• Researchers
• Academics
• Technology companies
• Plant managers
• Market analysts
• Shippers & traders
Sponsors:
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Why should you attend?
The US is the world’s largest producer
of gypsum wallboard and plaster, and
the market is set for a major rebound
after the last few tough years.
The Global Gypsum Conference in Las
Vegas will be THE meeting place for
gypsum professionals in 2011. If your
business is gypsum or plaster, you
must attend!

Provisional programme timings
Sunday 16 October 2011
14.00-17.30
Exhibitors setting up
17.30 onwards Conference registration opens
18.00-20.00
Welcome party in the exhibition area. Sponsored by Erisim Makina
Monday 17 October 2011
08.00-09.00
Conference registration and coffee. Exhibition opens.
09.00-18.00
Conference technical programme
18.00
Coaches depart for the Awards Gala Dinner. Return is by 23.00.
		
Tuesday 18 October 2011
08.30-09.00
Exhibition opens. Coffee in the exhibition area.
09.00-18.00
Conference technical programme
18.00-20.00
Farewell Party

Register online: www.propubs.com/ggc

Exhibition and sponsorship opportunities
List of exhibitors as at 19 May
1. Brackett, Inc.
2. Wacker Chemie
3. Shandong Sanjin
4. Alstom Power
8. Arizona Instrument LLC
9. Haver & Boecker
10. SENSORTECH
11. SICIT
12. LIMAB
13. J.C. Steele & Sons, Inc.
14+15. Gyptech
16+17. HENRY Company
26. Eclipse Combustion
27. Beta LaserMike
28+29. Gypsum Recycling
International
30+31. GUPSOS
37. Johns Manville
39. Schenck Process
41. Gebr.Pfeiffer AG
42. SIKA
43. WTW AMERICAS
44+45+46. ERISIM MAKINA
47+48. GRENZEBACH

Go
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!

A major exhibition will once again be organised alongside the
conference. Do not miss the opportunity to reach your target
audience by exhibiting at the conference.
Some sponsorship opportunities are still available, including the
gala dinner, coffee breaks, lunches and the farewell party.
For more details, please contact Paul Brown:
tel 		
+44 (0)1372 840950
mobile 		
+44 (0)7767 475998 		
email
paul.brown@propubs.com

CONFERENCE INFORMATION
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Accommodation
Delegates are responsible for organising their own travel and
accommodation. A number of guest rooms has been reserved brochure
at a special rate at Caesars Palace. Please refer to the conference
website, www.propubs.com/ggc for booking instructions and further
information. If you do not wish to stay at Caesars Palace, we can
recommend some other properties belonging to the same hotel group.
These hotels are: Bally’s, Flamingo, Harrah’s, Imperial Palace, Paris and
Planet Hollywood.

Conference fees

An ‘Early-Bird’ conference fee of £595 per delegate is available until 16th
September 2011 and a standard fee of £695 per delegate will apply
for registration from 17th September 2011. VAT at 20% is applicable to
UK registered companies and must be added to the fees. EU registered
companies are responsible for paying VAT at the local rate under the EU
‘reverse charge system.’ Companies outside the EU do not have to add
VAT.
The fee includes attendance at the conference and exhibition,
conference proceedings volume and presentations, conference
briefcase, lunches and Welcome and Farewell drinks receptions.

How to register

Please register online via the event website, www.propubs.com/ggc

Conference programme and timings

The latest version of the conference programme can be found on the
conference website. Please check regularly for any updates.

Awards Gala Dinner

The Awards Gala Dinner is charged at £125 and will take place on
Tuesday 18 October, at Sandy Valley Ranch, where we will have a funfilled night out with cowboys and their horses. Dress accordingly!

Dietary requirements

Please let us know beforehand if you have any special requirements.

Dress code

Dress code for the conference and the welcome and farewell parties is
smart casual or business attire. Dress code for the Gala Dinner is smart
casual or Western outfit (as a cowboy/girl, a gold miner or a Native
American etc). Ladies are recommended to wear flat/low heels.

Cancellation

Please note that conference fees are not refundable unless the
conference is cancelled, in which case fees will be refunded after an
administrative deduction of 20%. You are advised to secure your visa
before registering for the conference. Substitutions from the same
company can be made at no cost up to three working days before the
event.

Conference organiser

PRo Publications International Ltd
First floor, Adelphi Court
1 East Street
Epsom, Surrey KT17 1BB
United Kingdom
PRo Publications’ VAT No: GB 678 751 284
Co. Reg. No. 3277836 England and Wales

LAS VEGAS
Las Vegas offers something for everyone, especially
if you are into gaming, shows, entertainment,
good dining, shopping, people watching... In a city
that never sleeps there is always something going
on. A stroll or a car drive along the Strip (preferably
in a limousine in true Vegas style) is a must-do
and do not forget to go and watch the fabulous
Bellagio water fountain show, situated right next
door to Caesars Palace.
We are very pleased to locate the event at Caesars
Palace, the grandest of Las Vegas hotels and
situated in a perfect location right in the middle
of the strip. Caesars Palace is famous worldwide
for its magnificent beauty and impeccable service.
This majestic hotel offers a 129,000 square foot
casino, 26 restaurants and cafes, sprawling
gardens and pools, a world-class spa and the
renowned Colosseum spotlighting world-class
stars. Elton John will perform his show
‘The Million Dollar Piano’ at the hotel on
the week when the Global Gypsum is organised.
You can book tickets for this and other
shows on www.caesarspalace.com.
To book tickets for further shows and concerts
taking place at other Vegas properties
please visit www.visitlasvegas.com
(select ‘Play’ and then ‘Shows’ from the top menu).
Las Vegas is also just a few hours drive from the
Grand Canyon and a post-conference tour will be
organised to this and some other sights. Details
will be posted on the conference website
as soon as they are available.
There will be a spouse tour visiting a show back
stage and other essential Vegas sights. Details will
be posted on the conference website soon.
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Ramachandran, Zawawi Minerals LLC, Sultanate of Oman

Thai gypsum export policy

On the basis of a study from the University of Stirling, UK, the Thai government has reassessed
its export policy with regards to natural gypsum.1 It is implementing free-on-board (FOB) price
increases and plans to subsequently stop its gypsum exports to maximise its resource.

Above: Natural
gypsum mine.

T

hailand has proven and probable natural gypsum deposits of 271Mt located in Suratthani,
Nakhon Si Thammarat, Phichit, Nakhon Sawan,
and Loei provinces. Phichit and Nakhon Sawan
both in Central province and Loei in NorthEast province, have reserves of 186Mt
between them, but are far
away from sea ports.
The estimated 36Mt of
gypsum deposits in
Loei are classified
as
marginally
sub-economic
deposits and
cannot compete
on price with
other areas.
The country
is currently a net exporter
of natural gypsum, with much
of the mineral destined for the
rapidly growing Indian cement
industry, in which it is used as a
setting-retardant. Despite India itself having significant gypsum deposits, these are away from many of
its cement manufacturing hubs and thus do not lend
themselves to economic transport at present.

Efforts to increase export price
The Thai government has implemented the
following three policies over the past five
years in an attempt to increase the selling price of its natural gypsum:
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1. Grant no licenses for new gypsum mines.
2. Gypsum export is under government control and
non-marketable quotas for export are allocated to all
gypsum mines depending on i) the capacity of each
mine, ii) the remaining reserves in each mine and iii)
the percentage contributed by each mine to the total
national gypsum export for the preceding year.
3. In conjunction with policy 2, the government allows the Mining Council of Thailand to divide the
export markets into six zones. Companies are limited
to exporting only to those areas that they have previously exported to and therefore they may not export to
regions occupied by other exporters.

Implementation
By implementing these three policies, the government
is attempting to cause the opposite of a price-war but
following the introduction of these measures in 2006
the gypsum export price has improved only marginally.
The FOB selling prices are shown in Table 1. Another
drawback of the present policy is that it does not address the future problems that will occur when the
country‘s resources of natural gypsum are depleted.
Even if Thailand were to stop gypsum export and immediately devote all of the remaining gypsum reserves
to domestic consumption its resources will be exhausted
by 2044. At that point, Thailand would have to depend
on imports and pay the minimum CIF price demanded
by the supplier of the time, currently Australia. Gypsum
currently sold by Australian companies to Japanese
operators costs US$33/t, around twice the US$18.08

Sicit May 2011.indd 1
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Right - Table 1: Thai gypsum
production, export and
FOB selling prices for the
period 2001 - 2010.2

Year

Gypsum produced (Mt)

Gypsum exported (Mt)

Gypsum FOB (US$/t)

2001

6.53

4.98

11.10

2002

6.33

4.73

11.44

2003

7.29

5.33

11.75

2004

8.00

5.65

11.70

2005

6.92

5.12

13.52

2006

8.36

5.65

13.67

2007

8.57

6.10

14.60

2008

8.50

6.01

14.87

2009

8.68

5.70

16.12

2010

9.98

6.26

18.08

that Thailand charged Indian cement producers for its
gypsum in 2010. The ‘closest’ other available gypsum
reserves to Thailand besides Australia that it could use
once its own reserves are exhausted include those in the
Sultanate of Oman, Mexico and Morocco.

New study
The new study used economic models to determine
the optimal extraction paths for Thailand‘s gypsum
resources based on Hotelling’s concept of maximising
the net present value of benefits accrued to the country.
It adopted four different model cases and found that,
under all assumptions and scenarios, the Thai government should push its gypsum price up from the current
FOB price of around US$16.50/t and should stop exporting it in the medium term. If this step is not taken,
Thai customers would have to pay higher than the current Thai FOB export price for imported gypsum.
The report found that despite the unique position of
Thailand in the region, with only Australia as a direct
local competitor, Thai gypsum producers have had al-

most no power in dictating the gypsum price because of
intense domestic price-slashing between them.

Recommendations
The report recommended that Thailand should aim
to attain sustainable development with regard to the
exploitation of its mineral resources and immediately
implement the following policies:
1. Immediately increase gypsum FOB selling prices to
near or just below US$33/t.
2. Stop exporting gypsum.

Barriers to implementation
A substantial price increase may go against World Trade
Organisation (WTO) agreements and in this case the
Thai government would have only one option, the immediate implementation of the recommendation 2.
In the long run, the implementation of the report’s
recommendations will allow Thailand to maximise the
rewards of its position as a
major regional producer.
It will enable the country
to prolong its own resources and minimise the
cost of eventual imports
from other regional producers of natural gypsum.

Right: Natural gypsum quarry.

References

Thailand’s proven and probable
natural gypsum resources
are 271Mt, a low amount
compared to estimated future
domestic demand.
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JM encourages DoE and EPA to prioritise energy-efficiency in environmental regulations
US: Johns Manville (JM) has argued that the US Department
of Energy (DoE) should strongly encourage the Environmental
Protection Agency (EPA) to identify energy efficiency as a ‘preferred’ option for meeting greenhouse gas (GHG) new source
performance standards (NSPS) for utilities and refineries. JM says
that the EPA should “affirmatively repeat and communicate that
so-called ‘off site’ or ‘off source’ energy efficiency is an allowed
if not a preferred method to achieve the emissions reduction
requirements to be established in these rulemakings.” Furthermore JM added that the “DoE should also encourage the EPA to
affirm that such energy efficiency projects are important emission reduction methods for other Clean Air Act programs such as
the Clean Air Transport Rule.”
The company cited a 2004 EPA guidance that stresses the
importance of promoting energy efficiency as an emission
reduction technique under the Clean Air Act. In the guidance,
EPA wrote that it “supports and wishes to promote the testing
of promising new pollution reduction strategies such as energy
efficiency and renewable energy measures within the air quality planning process,” and specifically recognised increasing

building energy efficiency through insulation as among the
qualifying energy efficiency techniques.
However, the EPA also described various difficulties in accurately estimating the amount of emission reductions from
energy efficiency or renewable energy measures that impact
air quality. The EPA is now gathering comments on a proposed
‘roadmap’ to clarify its 2004 guidance, which to date has only
been used by a few states.
As part of its comments, JM also submitted to the DoE a
‘white paper’ that it provided to the Senate Energy & Natural
Resources Committee in March 2011 in response to a request
for comments on potential clean energy standard legislation.
The white paper urges the DoE to consider “implementing or
at least strongly prioritising, all cost-effective energy efficiency
opportunities before significantly expanding the deployment of
renewable energy,” arguing that, “putting energy efficiency before renewable energy will help minimise the cost and amount
of renewable resources that are ultimately deployed. In contrast,
putting renewable energy resources before energy efficiency
will tend to increase the cost of energy being wasted.”

Asbestos problems for Japanese clean-up

OC sees first quarter profit down by 50%

Japan: A panel will be set up to devise measures to prevent workers clearing debris in areas devastated by the
11 March 2011 disaster from contracting asbestos-related
diseases. Asbestos was used extensively for building insulation in Japan and, where used, will have likely been
disturbed by the distaster.
The panel will consist mainly of scholars and leaders of
non-profit organisations knowledgeable about asbestos,
according to the Labour and Welfare Ministry in a statement made on 26 April 2011. Workers and volunteers
removing debris in the areas devastated by the earthquake
and tsunami will receive advice from ministry officials,
while asbestos control instructors will be assigned to local
labour standards inspection offices.
Environment Ministry officials have already started
preparations to measure asbestos dispersal from the debris in the affected areas. Officials from the two ministries
will jointly conduct on-the-spot investigations and the
panel will consider countermeasures based on the results
of probes and other factors. “Safety and health education
must be improved at actual working sites,” said a senior
health ministry official.

US: Owens Corning (OC) had a first-quarter 2011 net profit of
US$24m, down by 50% compared to the US$48m profit it made
in the same period of 2010. OC’s sales declined to US$1.24bn from
US$1.27bn for the first quarter of 2009.
The company blamed higher raw material prices and said that it
expects the weakened US housing market to continue to hamper
its key building materials segment throughout 2011. However, it
also said that it was confident in its earnings guidance for 2011,
which projects adjusted earnings-per-share growth of 30%

US$90m mesothelioma pay-out in Illinois
US: A 59 year old former pipe insulation installer has been awarded
US$90m by a jury in Bloomington, Illinois after contracting mesothelioma from exposure at numerous worksites in the 1970s.

Call for total asbestos ban in Philippines

Philippines: Environment and labour groups have appealed to
the Department of Environment and Natural Resources (DENR) to
review and revise what they call the ‘outdated’ Chemical Control
Order (CCO) and implement a total ban on asbestos use. In a joint
statement issued by the Ecological Waste Coalition, Trade
Union Congress of the Philippines (TUCP), Associated LaSaudi firms complete insulation merger
bour Unions, Building and Wood Workers International,
Saudi Arabia: On 17 April 2011 Zamil Industrial and the insulation
and Alliance of Progressive Labour, the groups stressed the
materials maker Gulf Insulation Group signed the final agreement
need for an immediate review and revision of the CCO for
for the merger of their insulation businesses to form a new company,
asbestos issued by DENR in January 2000 to help to prefollowing the signing of an Indicative Term Sheet in September 2010.
vent cancers and other asbestos-related diseases.
Zamil Industrial said that its total cash investment in the new
They also pushed for multi-sector support for House
company would be US$40m through internal financing. The new
Bills 896 and 479, which were recently approved by the
company will have an enterprise value of US$221.3m, excluding
House Committee on Ecology. Both bills seek to prohibit
the stake of the foreign partners in some of the merged companies.
“the importation, manufacture, processing, use or distriZamil will be the managing partner with a 51% controlling stake.
bution in commerce of asbestos and asbestos-containing
products.”
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GLOBAL INSULATION NEWS
Owens Corning HQ gains gold award
US: The global headquarters of Owens Corning in Toledo, Ohio,
has become the third existing building in Ohio to earn the prestigious gold certification under the US Green Building Council’s
(USGBC) Leadership in Energy & Environmental Design (LEED)
Existing Building (EB) programme.
To achieve the award, the building’s design and operation has
met stringent standards as an energy-efficient, environmentally
responsible and healthy place to live and work. The building
was first recognised for silver certification under the LEED-EB
program in 2007.
The LEED certification of an existing building is a significant
achievement because it is generally easier to design these
features in new construction. The Owens Corning global head-

quarters building has already earned an Energy Star rating,
which ranks it among the top 25% of energy-efficient buildings
in the United States.
“The gold-certified LEED-EB status of our global headquarters
building in Ohio is an iconic representation of Owens Corning’s
deep commitment to sustainability and energy efficiency,” said
Chief Sustainability Officer Frank O’Brien-Bernini. “It’s also an
example of the operating cost advantages that are achievable
through sustainable building practices. There are significant
economic and environmental benefits to ensuring that new and
existing buildings exceed today’s energy efficiency standards
through the use of insulation, air-sealing solutions and many
other energy-saving technologies.”

‘Insulfloor’ trademark filed by SIG
Senator visits Aspen Aerogels
US: Aspen Aerogels, a producer of what it describes as ‘the world’s most
energy-efficient insulation materials” was visted by US Senator Sheldon
Whitehouse on 19 April 2011 to highlight a package of bills to support ‘green’
industries. Whitehouse said that the bills are essential to the country’s future
economic health.
Whitehouse said that Aspen Aerogels was a leader in the development
of green technologies and he reiterated his backing of the legislation that
supports the construction of energy-efficient homes and tax-exemptions for
energy-efficient retrofits.

Cabot launches Enova aerogel product line
Germany: Cabot Corporation launched its Enova(TM) aerogel, a high-performance thermal insulation additive for coatings, at the 2011 European
Coatings Show in Nuremberg, Germany, held on 29 - 31 March 2011.
Each particle in the new line is composed of more than 90% air trapped
within a network of amorphous silica, making it twice as insulating as still
air. The range enables coatings which provide significant improvements
in energy usage, asset protection, safety and comfort. The exceptionally
low thermal conductivity of Enova aerogel, 12mW/mK, is far superior to
traditional insulation such as polyurethane foam (typically 30mW/mK) and
additives such as glass or ceramic microspheres. When used in water-borne
formulations, the resultant coating can achieve a thermal conductivity of
30- 50mW/mK, seven to 10 times more insulating than standard paint.
Cabot researchers have found that applying a 1mm coating containing
Enova aerogel to a 200°C metal surface meets US and European testing
protocols for ‘safe touch temperature’, preventing the first-degree burns one
would normally expect within five seconds of skin contact. A thicker application such as a 2mm coating results in a reduction in energy use of 30%
for uninsulated metal vessels maintained at 70°C. This can easily translate to
potential applications as wide ranging as home and commercial appliances,
process piping, building and tank storage.
“Enova aerogel creates a paradigm shift in how the industry thinks about
insulation and coatings, two products which were once mutually exclusive,” said James Pidhurney, Cabot Corporation global segment manager.
“In the past if you wanted flexibility in a coating you had to compromise
on insulation performance. With Enova aerogel our customers won’t have
to compromise. Enova additives enable a new class of coatings that deliver
the performance of traditional insulation and the flexibility of a coating in a
single product.”

UK: Sheffield-based SIG Trading Ltd. filed the
trademark ‘Insulfloor’ on 5 April 2011 for multiple products. The trademark application was
published on 29 April 2011 and the description
of the mark registered is, “Insulation materials;
materials for fixing and sealing; coatings and
membranes for use in buildings.”

Rockwool targets North America
Denmark/North America: Denmark’s Rockwool
is planning to double its turnover in the North
American market so that the company’s operations there account for 12-15% of the company’s
total turnover by 2016. At present the continent
accounts for 7% of its turnover.
According to Trent Ogilvie, head of the company’s North American operations, the growth plans
may require investment, among other things, in a
new factory in the US.

Houses to be checked for asbestos
UK: Council houses in Nairn, Scotland are to be
checked for asbestos after evidence of the potentially deadly material was found during an
upgrade of the heating systems. Residents of 26
homes in the Queenspark area of the town have
been told to stay out of their lofts where the substance has been found.
A council spokeswoman said, “An asbestos
survey carried out recently for new heating installations revealed that some of the properties had
small residues of asbestos from, we believe, the
removal of hot water tanks from the lofts carried
out in 1989.”

Octagon secures federal contract
US: Octagon Industries Inc. has secured a
US$33,718.50 federal contract for manifold insulation from the Defense Logistics Agency’s Defense
Supply Centre in Richmond, Virginia.
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Dow secures DoE funding for cool-roof research programme
US: The Dow Chemical Company has secured funding from the technology for elastomeric roof coatings,” said William E JackUS Department of Energy (DoE) for key lab research as part of son, global research and development leader for Dow Building
a Cooperative Research and Development Agreement (CRADA) and Construction. “We’re excited to be part of this important
between Dow and DoE’s Oak Ridge National Laboratory (ORNL). research project that has the potential to greatly increase cool
The research will be carried out to accelerate the adoption of roof adoption rates and reduce our nation’s energy usage and
cool roof technologies in the US.
environmental footprint.”
As a critical element of the research agreement, ORNL will
The partners will focus on technologies to improve the longpartner with DoE’s Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory term resistance to dirt pick up and microbial growth on white
(LBNL) to bring a broad range of cool roof technology and expe- elastomeric roof coatings. The aim of the programme is to imrience from their applied research in this field. The research will prove retention of solar reflectance using newly developed and
focus on the development of new solar reflective technologies accelerated testing protocols for faster commercialisation.
that would increase by over 50% the energy savings that
cool roofs offer for new and existing commercial buildings.
Company donates insulation
“Dow is a leader in innovative polymer technologies
that are used in today’s elastomeric roof coatings for
US: fiberAmerica, an innovative manufacturer of consistent, high
commercial low-slope cool roofs. With this new research
quality and environmentally-friendly cellulose fibre insulation prodproject and working closely with DoE’s Oak Ridge and
ucts, has announced its ‘Green Seal Gives Back’ donation program to
Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratories, we are lookprovide its Green Seal cellulose product line to training centres and
ing to push the performance boundaries even further,
schools in the northeastern United States.
which could ultimately result in an entirely new polymer
“We believe it is important to give back to the community and
with the ‘Green Seal Gives Back’ program we are making a formal
commitment to our community,” said David A Johnson, president
Dow pushing for approval of new
of fiberAmerica. “The training centres and schools need building
flame-retardant for insulation
materials to help provide their students with hands-on education
US: The Dow Chemical Company (Dow), along with
on how to properly install products. The use of cellulose insulation
other polymer producers, is pushing for an Enviis growing rapidly as a result of the increasing energy prices and the
onmental Protection Agency (EPA) programme to
need for homes to be more energy efficient, as well as the building
recognise its new flame retardant as a viable alternative
industry’s emphasis on green building. Today’s students need to be
to the high-profile persistent, bioaccumulative chemiwell-educated about green products like ours.”
cal hexabromocyclododecane (HBCD). If successful, the
program’s backing could open the door for EPA to craft
Total Petrochemicals to manufacture new range
new rules limiting the use and manufacturing of HBCD.
of polymers for insulation
The EPA is weighing up alternatives to HBCD due to
concerns about it harming the environment and also acBelgium: In 2013 Total Petrochemicals will start manufacturcumulating in human body fat, blood and breast milk. The
ing a new generation of expandable polystyrene (EPS). The new
chemical has been linked to developmental, reproductive
material, the formulation for which has been developed by Total
and neurological effects in laboratory tests of mice. It plans
Petrochemicals research teams, has technical and insulating
to start evaluating Dow’s alternative, Polymetric FR, for
properties that are significantly better than those of conventional
environmental and human health hazards and economic
white EPS.
costs and availability in May 2011 and a final report on an
Following the August 2010 acquisition of two polystyrene lines
appropriate alternative to HBCD is expected by January
with a combined capacity of 160,000t/yr at the Total Petrochemicals
2012.
Feluy production site, Total Petrochemicals decided to modify one
Polymetric FR is “the only chemical that’s going ahead
of the two lines in order to manufacture the new EPS. The new line
with the evaluation process” in EPA’s Design for the Environis scheduled to start up in early 2013.
ment (DfE) alternative assessment for HBCD, according to
The investment and the subsequent launch of the new EPS
an environmentalist. The evaluation comes after more than
range will ensure the long-term continuation of styrenics produca dozen other chemicals were deemed not viable alternation at the Feluy site. The second polystyrene line will be used to
tives under DfE, an EPA toxics office programme that aims
manufacture all grades of PS – high-impact polystyrene (HIPS) and
to identify and evaluate the safety of alternative chemicals.
general-purpose polystyrene (GPPS) – thus ensuring uninterrupted
According to a Dow statement made on 29 March 2011,
supply for Total Petrochemicals’ customers. Total Petrochemicals
the new brominated flame retardant “is expected to be the
says that the project will help it to consolidate its position in styrenic
‘next generation industry standard’ flame retardant for use
polymers for the insulation market and strengthen the Feluy site,
in foam insulation applications globally.”
already the leading polymer production site in Europe.
A source from Chemtura Cooperation, which is manufacturing the new product, noted that it will be several years
Oversupply problem in ADC market
before the chemical will be commercially available, five to
10 years before HBCD can be completely phased out and
China: A severe oversupply of azo-dicarbonamide (ADC) is having
that the companies have yet to do large-scale testing.
a devastating effect on prices realised for the blowing agent.
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Styrenics insulation - Improving
energy efficiency from production
to application
Energy efficiency has long been a common goal for policymakers across the planet. This is not
necessarily because of ideology, but maybe more due to rising oil prices and the expected oil peak.
Thanks to many product developments in insulating materials, insulation is now affordable and
economically viable for institutions and individuals. It is a developing, growing industry capable of
giving an answer to many energy consumption issues by improving the use of energy in buildings,
when the renewable energy sector is still under development.

R

Right - Figure 1: Guide performance rankings for different
types of styrenic insulation.
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Grey EPS
XPS
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educing energy consumption is among the main
goals of the European Union (EU). EU support
for improving energy efficiency will prove decisive
for competitiveness, security of supply and for meeting the commitments on climate change made under
the Kyoto protocol. With 40% of its energy consumed
in buildings, the EU has introduced legislation to
ensure that its buildings consume less energy. Recently, the EU emphasised once more the need to
increase energy efficiency, so as to achieve the objective of reducing its energy consumption by 20%
by 2020.
A key part of the EU legislation is the Energy
Performance of Buildings Directive (EPBD) that
requires all EU countries to enhance their building regulations and to introduce energy certification schemes
for buildings. The recast of 19 May 2010 stipulated that
all new buildings have to be nearly zero-energy buildings by the end of 2020 and that new buildings occupied
and owned by public authorities have to be nearly zeroenergy buildings after 2018.
With the EPBD, European policymakers have created a strong momentum
Thermal
for insulation materials, which will
resistance
play a key role to step up to the
ambitious objectives as set
forward by the EU. It is
now clearly underEnvironment,
stood that an
recycling and
energy efficient
health
building can only
be built by using adequate and efficient wall,
roof and perimeter insulation, as well as by using proper
Compressive
resistance
insulated technical elements such as
windows and doors.
The contribution of styrenic insulating
materials to the construction of energy efficient
buildings is significant. Two types of styrenic insulating
materials, can be used. Both types of material, expanded
polystyrene (EPS) and extruded polystyrene (XPS),
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are foamed plastics with excellent insulating properties. EPS and XPS use two main components, namely
a polystyrene-based matrix and a blowing agent. Other
additives such as flame retardant, nucleating agents, pigments and other specialities may also be included.
Polystyrene accounts for about 90% of the products’ weight. The blowing agent is either added in
the raw material, (pentane in the case of EPS), or is
directly mixed prior to expansion in the case of XPS.
Styrene monomer, derived from crude oil, serves as the
feedstock for the production of both EPS beads and
polystyrene pellets.
As a supplier of styrene monomer to EPS beads producers and as a supplier of polystyrene pellets to XPS
board manufacturers, Total Petrochemicals clearly has
a key role to play in the insulation market. In both domains, Total Petrochemicals is at the forefront amongst
the market leaders.

Styrenics bound for growth in EU
Both EPS and XPS have seen their importance in Europe as an insulating material increase and expectations
are that they will keep on doing so. In 2010 styrenic
insulating materials accounted for 70Mm³.
Combined, EPS and XPS account for
roughly 30% of the European insulation
market. In Europe, styrenic insulating
materials are forecast to grow by
about 5% to an overall volume
Water
of 90Mm³ in 2015.
resistance

Expanded polystyrene (EPS)
EPS is a cost-efficient material with excellent insulating properties. As EPS has a
low thermal conductivity, its thermal insulation
properties are competitive. It is lightweight with
average densities generally below 20kg/m³, reaching as
low as 10-12kg/m³ for lowest compressive resistance applications. This adds little to structural weight, but offers
high dimensional stability.
Although EPS isn’t a water vapour barrier, the foam
is ‘closed cell’ and it is therefore resistant to water

penetration. Typically, EPS is encountered in three
forms. 1) A foam board in walling, flooring and roofing
insulation, 2) EPS sheets bonded to plaster for use in dry
lining and roofing extensions and 3) As loose fill bead
for use in cavity fill insulation.

Extruded polystyrene (XPS)
The physical properties of XPS mean that it can be used
in board form in roof, floor and wall applications. The
average density for XPS is between 30-32kg/m³, going
as low as 26 kg/m³ when produced on specific extrusion
lines. The low moisture absorption of the material makes
it ideal for use in cold-storage facilities and refrigerated
transport. It also makes it the ideal insulating material
for perimeter insulation because it is water resistant.
The structural strength and high compressive resistance of the material also makes it ideal for load-bearing
applications. XPS does not rot and has relatively high
thermal insulation properties, which makes it suitable
for thin layer insulation applications. Typically, between
5% and 15% of recycled material (post-consumer EPS or
online recycled XPS) is used for the production of XPS
insulation boards.

Changing priorities
For a long time the key product characteristic of styrenic
insulation materials has been density, with lower end
boards generally having lower density. Today the industry has evolved towards insulation boards that combine
compressive resistance and good thermal insulation
properties, while guaranteeing good fire-resistance.
Thanks to their cell structure, plastic foams can achieve
higher compressive resistance than products based
on fibres.
The compressive resistance defines the standards in
both EPS and XPS. EPS and XPS insulation boards are
capable of resisting to a certain load, which is certified
by such standards. Ranging from EPS30 (resistant to
30kPa temporary compression with minor deformation) to EPS500, compression resistance is increased in
EPS boards by raising the density of the boards.
The density of an EPS500 boards is commonly around
60kg/m³. Unlike EPS, XPS boards easily achieve higher
compressive resistance with minor density increases. A
standard XPS board resisting to 200-250kPa will reach
28-30kg/m³ in density, which is around the same level as
an EPS board resisting to equivalent compression.
However, for a 500kPa compressive resistance, typical XPS boards can be produced with a density of 35kg/
m³. This means that for a product with similar compressive resistance (as well as better thermal resistance),
40% less material is used. XPS is capable of reaching
compressive resistance up to 700kPa for standard commercial products with a density as low as 45kg/m³ but
EPS would be around 350kPa at similar density. The cell
structure of styrenic insulation materials allows higher
compressive resistances to be reached in comparison to
other insulating materials, with a strong material effectiveness in XPS for higher compression resistances. The
comparisons between EPS and XPS can be clearly seen
in Figure 2.

Product density (kg/m3)
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Besides some local building traditions, XPS insulation boards tend to be used more in specialised
applications, mainly for its previously mentioned compressive resistance and water resistance.
In Europe about 12Mm³ of XPS is used per year, of
which 65% is found in flooring and perimeter insulation. Around 15% is used as roofing insulation, most
commonly for flat roofing applications. The remainder
is found in wall insulation (12%) and in industrial applications (8%), such as use in cold-storage facilities or
refrigerated transport.

Recent developments
More recently, new technical elements are being put
on the market, using water resistance of XPS boards as
its competitive advantage. Such developments include
drainage elements and shower structures covered with
fibreglass. Expectations are that such technical elements
made from XPS, used in the construction market, will
prosper even more than the XPS insulation boards
themselves. Moreover applications in civil engineering
such as the insulation of roads, rail tracks and airfield
runways are directly taking advantage of XPS’s high
compressive resistance and water durability.

Blowing agents
In recent years, the EU XPS industry has been switching
to gases with a Global Warming Potential (GWP) of less
than 150, driven by EU regulations and the Montreal
Protocol. In the past, hydrofluorocarbons (HFC) such as
HFC-134a were used as blowing agents but as the GWP
of 134a is higher than 150, EU regulators imposed a ban
on this blowing agent.
As a consequence, the main blowing agent used
today to expand the extruded polystyrene to XPS foam
is CO2, unlike EPS, which uses pentane. Changing to
CO2 has been a difficult technical challenge for XPS producers. Converters have frequently requested changes in
the polystyrene grades to achieve the same high quality
Blowing agent
(Insulation appl.)
GWP (/100yr)

Below - Table 1: Global
Warming Factors (GWF) for
various hydrofluorocarbon
agents used for the expansion
of different polymers.
Source: AFCE based on IPCC
values (2007), http://www.
afce.asso.fr/index.php/fluides/
gwpfluides.

HFC-134a
(XPS)

HFC-152a
(XPS)

HFC-245fa
(PU/PIR)

HFC-365mfc
(PU/PIR)

1430

124

1020

782
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boards and production flexibility as with 134a, because
CO2 is harder to mix into the melted polystyrene. This
required the development of lower viscosity polystyrene
grade formulations and is where Total Petrochemicals
stepped in.

Total Petrochemicals: dedicated to delivering
high-performance products to the industry

Below: The Total
Petrochemicals plant in
Gonfrielle-l’Orcher, near
Le Havre in Seine-Maritime,
France.

In January 2009 Total Petrochemicals inaugurated its
revamped world-class styrene unit at its petrochemicals facility in Gonfreville-l’Orcher, near Le Havre,
France. With the plant’s capacity expanded by
210,000t/yr the unit is one of the largest in Europe,
delivering superior performance, especially in terms of
energy efficiency.
Thanks in particular to its new reactors, the styrene
unit’s energy efficiency has increased 30%, thereby
reducing carbon emissions from styrene production
processes by a similar percentage. This makes it one of
the most efficient styrene plants in Europe.
Total Petrochemicals is also active in the
production of polystyrene. It has a well-developed production platform with an installed capacity exceeding
500,000t/yr with production units in Carling and

Gonfreville-l’Orcher in France, in El Prat de Llobregas,
Spain, in Feluy, Belgium and in Stalybridge, UK.

Products
Total Petrochemicals produces General Purpose Polystyrene (GPPS) and High Impact Polystyrene (HIPS).
GPPS, a crystal polystyrene, serves as the main raw material for the production of XPS as it accounts for about
90% of the matrix weight. Total Petrochemicals offers
two types of GPPS dedicated to the insulation industry.
1) 1450N is a high heat resistant, easy flowing crystal
polystyrene for the production of insulation boards by
direct gassing. The low viscosity of 1450N makes it particularly suitable for the production of XPS insulation
board at high thicknesses combining low density with
good mechanical properties.
2) 1960N is a highly heat-resistant crystal polystyrene
with very high flow for the production of thick insulation
boards. The very low viscosity of this grade combined
with its high heat resistance makes it particularly suitable
for the production of insulation board with gases such as
CO2 and HFC134a. Total Petrochemicals has developed
1960N in particular for the challenges faced by the
insulation industry.

Total EcoSolutions
During its production process, 1960N distinguishes
itself by reducing energy consumption in comparison with competitive grades of polystyrene that
are typically used for XPS, while offering excellent
properties, especially in terms of water resistance,
compression resistance and rigidity. Also, due to
its very low viscosity, 1960N allows for extrusion at
converters at temperatures up to 20°C lower than
competitive grades.
This lower temperature allows for XPS converters to save a considerable amount of energy during
the transformation process, not only by using lower
temperatures, but also from rapid cooling of the
board during the process. The environmental
benefit of using 1960N in the production of XPS
boards allows CO2 emissions savings of 12.5t for
every 1000t of 1960N used. This is the CO2 emission equivalent of two Europeans per year. Due to
this environmental benefit, the Total Group has
labeled 1960N with its Total EcoSolutions® label,
which distinguishes products that have an above
market performance in terms of helping customers
to reduce their environmental impact.

Further developments
Total Petrochemicals announced in early May 2011
that it will start to manufacture a new range of EPS
in 2013. The new polymer, whose formulation has
been developed by Total Petrochemicals’ research
teams, has technical and insulating properties that
are significantly better than those of conventional
white EPS. Read more about the new range on page
34 of the Global Insulation news.
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Rachel R Belew, Greenguard Environmental Institute
Tim Swales, Johns Manville

Views on formaldehyde insulation
Following the publication of the article ‘Is formaldehyde in your building insulation future?’ by Tim
Swales of Johns Manville in the March 2011 issue of Global Gypsum Magazine, the editors received
the following responses from Rachel R Belew on behalf of the Greenguard Environmental Institute.
The original author was contacted and his responses to each point raised are included.

Rachel Belew: “The current CA 01350 does not have
a home model in its approved copy. Rather, the home
model is in an informational appendix, only.”
Tim Swales: “Greenguard’s comment acknowledges that
CA 01350 (now SM2010) does not apply to residential
environments. In fact, California in February 2010 cautioned that any claims of SM2010 compliance for the
residential environment are inappropriate and misleading. Johns Manville is quite familiar with Greenguard
certifications as it has indoor air quality certifications
for its HVAC and pipe insulation, which are used in
commercial and industrial environments.”
RB: “Scientific Certification Systems (SCS) does not
have a home model in any of its publicly available
documentation.”
TS: “SCS states in its website that it tests per CA/DHS/
EHLB/R-174 (CA 01350). A home model is included
in CA 01350 (SM2010) as an appendix; thus, SCS does
have a home model.”
RB: “Johns Manville is not the only insulation
manufacturer with ‘formaldehyde free’ products
on the market today. Other manufacturers include
Knauf, Owens Corning and Guardian - all of which
have achieved GREENGUARD Children & Schools
Certification with the supplemental Greenguard
Formaldehyde Free verification.”
TS: “It seems inappropriate for Greenguard to ‘verify’
that these manufacturers’ products are formaldehydefree after Greenguard famously declared last fall that
“...there’s no such thing as ‘formaldehyde-free’ insulation.”
And it remains to be seen whether these other
products have emissions low enough to be considered formaldehyde-free in a residential environment.
Because Johns Manville’s products are non-detect for
formaldehyde emissions, JM’s formaldehyde-free claim
is valid regardless of the environment being modelled.”
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RB: “Contrary to what the author writes, the Greenguard Children & Schools Certification’s level for
formaldehyde is health-based. It is based on the
California CREL, just like CA 01350.”
TS: “California’s health-based CREL for formaldehyde
is 7ppb. In contrast, the Greenguard certification level is
13.5ppb, although Greenguard has acknowledged irritation can occur at 8ppb.”
RB: “Greenguard’s air change rate (ACH) is 0.72, less
than 3/4 of one ACH. (The author wrote that it is ‘approximately one.’)”
TS: “Whether or not 0.72 rounds to approximately one
is beside the point, which is that the air exchange rate for
commercial buildings is much greater than the air exchange rate for residences. This means that using a test
based on the air exchange rate for commercial buildings
would underestimate the concentration of VOCs in
a home.”
RB: “That Greenguard Certification would ‘move
from its present status to obsolescence’ based merely on
an industry disagreement over formaldehyde levels is
absurd. Greenguard is the leading product emissions
certifier in North America and we continue to explore
ways to expand our service offerings to accommodate
the ever-changing marketplace.”
TS: “Standards change as the scientific community
becomes more knowledgeable rendering some current standards obsolete. Based on the now widespread
knowledge that Greenguard uses an inappropriately
high ventilation rate for homes and based on the fact
that Greenguard does not use California’s health based
CREL for formaldehyde, it is obvious that the current
Greenguard certification requirements are already
likely obsolete.”
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COMMENT

Dr Robert McCaffrey, Managing Editor, Global Gypsum Magazine

The Last Word
How do you stop the worms eating £10m? Put it to work, that’s how.

A

t one recent event I attended, an unusual topic that
came up (almost inevitably ‘at the bar’) was ‘What
would you do if you won £1m on the lottery?’ For international readers, that’s probably Euro1.2m or US$1.5m.
Well, nowadays, you can’t do an awful lot with it:
in fact, they have worked out that with the ravages of
inflation, you need to have about UK£3m in the bank
to be able to live the life of a millionaire (or at least a millionaire in the 1970s, the last time that a million pounds
was really a lot of money). So, to give myself a little bit
of leeway, I’d like to consider what I’d do with UK£10m.
(The latest ‘Rich List’ for the UK requires that you have
at least UK£70m to be in the top 1000 richest people in
Britain, so £10m isn’t that much).
Of course, I’d immediately give almost all of it to
charity, to assuage any guilty feelings that I might have
about finding that amount of cash in a holdall by the side
of the road or on the body of a tramp that I tripped over
down by the canal. (I did nearly trip over the body of
a tramp on a recent run in Manchester: with one good
kick, he would have been in the canal. However, on my
return jog I discovered that he wasn’t dead after all, just
sleeping off a hangover!) Perhaps I’d donate to an excellent charity like Rianna’s Fund, which helps orphanages
in Kenya, Uganda and India. Or maybe I should donate
it to a charity that helps tramps.
I would need to dole out some cash to members of
my close family in order to keep them quiet. The fact is
though, that you would probably be better off keeping
the news of your new-found millions to yourself, to avoid
any unnecessary family unpleasantness. It would be so
much simpler. I can understand why lottery winners
often elect to remain anonymous. I recall hearing about
the workers in a hairdressing salon who won UK£20m
between them. They had wild parties, bought new cars
and houses, went on fabulous cruises and exotic holidays
and spent a lot. Once the euphoria was over, they drifted
back to the hairdressing salon and went back to work and found that they were just as happy (or as grumpy) as
they had been before.
I would buy myself a new car – probably a low-mileage decade-old V70 Volvo estate car: something reliable
and not too flash, a car that I could happily take rubbish
to the dump in, or drive over to my yacht. Yes, a yacht –
I’m afraid I would probably have to invest in a 36-foot
six berth sailboat, possibly a Sigma or something similar.
I would probably moor it at Lymington, a pleasant town

on the Solent in the south of England, just opposite the
Isle of Wight. It would be my one weakness.
That would still leave me with a lot of money. It would
be no good to dig a hole and keep it there, since inflation and worms would eat into it (literally, in the case of
the worms). No, I would be obliged to put my money to
work, but doing what?
Well, one of the fanciful possibilities that came up
over a beer at this conference was the possibility of investing in a landfill site. No, not an empty landfill, but a
full one. Properly selected, an old landfill site would give
you a steady supply of methane with which to generate
electricity, a project in itself that would probably qualify
for Clean Development Mechanism credits (and which
would burnish one’s ‘green’ reputation). Alternatively,
you could certainly power or partly power a gypsum
plant (depending on its size) with methane from a
decent-sized landfill (it’s been done for energy-intensive
lime kilns, after all). Then, once the methanogenesis
had started to decrease, I would purge the landfill to
stop methane production and start to dig it up. Here my
desk-based research would come into its own: I would
have selected a landfill from the 1970s (remember them,
when a million pounds was really worth something?),
when all sorts of valuable stuff would end up in landfills:
metals, paper, plastic (oh, and maybe some asbestos and
a few bodies, from the rumours I hear: not so good).
I’d separate it all using some trommels and screens and
sell all the recyclable plastic and the metals. The inerts
I would probably use for building materials, while the
lightest fraction would be used for fuel. Whether to use
it as fuel for an on-site electricity generation facility that
formerly used methane from the landfill or to sell it to
either an energy-from-waste plant or to a cement or lime
plant would depend entirely on who is willing to pay the
most. I suspect that it will be the electricity producer.
I’d probably buy a few shares and I think that the
international building materials companies are a pretty
good bet (they would have been an even better investment if you had managed to put your money into them
in March 2008 - ah, hindsight!).
The fact is though that it’s been found that - like the
hairdressers - your happiness level increases immediately after a big win, but soon drops back down to the
level from before your win. Maybe I should save my
money and not buy a lottery ticket after all. Somebody’s
going to get rich, but it’s not likely to be me!
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GRENZEBACH – Quality in Insulation Technology

Competence in Insulation Technology
Complete production solutions for
Mineral fibre (boards, rolls, pipe insulation and ceiling tiles)
■ Wood fibre (hard and flexible boards)
■ Cellulose fibres from waste paper (flexible boards and flakes)
■ Glassfoam with innovative production technology (boards and gravel)
■

Call your nearest office today – totally without obligation
Global expertise in fibre production, forming, drying and curing, stacking,
palletizing and packing.

www.grenzebach.com

GRENZEBACH Maschinenbau GmbH
Albanusstraße 1–3, Hamlar
86663 Asbach-Bäumenheim, Germany
Phone: +49 906 982-2000
Fax: +49 906 982-2108
e-mail: info@grenzebach.com

GRENZEBACH BSH GmbH
Rudolf-Grenzebach-Straße 1
36251 Bad Hersfeld, Germany
Phone: +49 6621 81-3000
Fax: +49 6621 81-93613
e-mail: info.gbsh@grenzebach.com

GRENZEBACH Machinery (Shanghai) Ltd.
388 Minshen Road, Songjiang Industrial Zone
Shanghai 201612, P.R. China
Phone: +86 21 6126-8000
Fax: +86 21 57685220
e-mail: info.gs@grenzebach.com

GRENZEBACH Corporation
10 Herring Road
Newnan, Georgia 30265, USA
Phone: +1 770 253-4980
Fax: +1 770 253-5189
e-mail: info.gn@grenzebach.com

Upgrade or Turnkey:

Global Solutions for Wallboard Equipment
Equipment & Large Plants
Whatever your need; a complete turnkey
greenfield plant or an improvement to your
existing facility, Gyptech is the right choice.

Think Green
Our custom designs are built for lower
power consumption to reduce energy
needs. We are committed to ensuring your
company’s cleaner, greener future.

Well built, long-lasting, value-added Gyptech
machines will serve your plant well into the
future. For details, call: +1 (905) 567-2000.

Reduce Costs
Gyptech is committed to supplying
equipment that is energy efficient,
environmentally friendly, and cost effective.
www.gypsumtechnologies.com
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